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On April 5, 2001, the Minister of Justice, the Attorney General of Canada, and the Solicitor General of
Canada jointly announced new funding for new measures to combat organized crime. The new funding
was intended to support the implementation of new legislation; complete the mandate of the National
Agenda to Combat Organized Crime; build on actions previously taken by the Government of Canada;
and strengthen the capacity of Correctional Service of Canada (CSC), Department of Justice Canada
(DOJ), Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), and Solicitor General Canada (SGC) in dealing with
organized crime in Canada.
The Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat (TBS) submission that resulted in funding for organized crime
initiatives was developed collectively by the four recipient organizations. The TBS submission included
commitments for anhual reports and comprehensive*,year three and five evaluations of the Measures to
Combat Organized Crime. Subsequently, the four recipient organizations developed their strategy for
measuring the outcomes achieved by the Measures to Combat Organized Crime in the Results-based
Management and Accountability Framework (RMAF). The long terms goals of the Measures to Combat
Organized Crime, defined in the RMAF, are to disrupt, dismantle, deter, and incapacitate criminal
organizations, leading to enhanced public safety and security from organized crime.

Study Objectives

As a means of laying the foundation for delivering on these commitments, Consulting and Audit Canada
(CAC) was engaged by the participating organizations to undertake a baseline review to report on the
progress, gaps and remaining work to be done regarding each partner organization's implementation of
the initiatives, the performance measurement and evaluation strategies, and on the availability and quality
of data available for the year three and five evaluations.
The purpose of this study was not to conduct an evaluation or to address funding needs but to identify the
progress made in implementing the initiatives comprising the Measures to Combat Organized Crime.
This was intended to provide the organizations involved in the Measures to Combat Organized Crime with
baseline information and to help them prepare for a future evaluation.
Methodology
The methodology for the baseline review involved compiling information from interviews with
representatives of the four participating organizations and a review of pertinent records. The results
presented reflect data gathering carried out between April and July 2002. Additional implementation
progress, made since July 31, is not reflected in the report.

Overall Implementation Progress of Measures to Combat Organized Crime
it was found that although full implementation of the Measures to Combat Organized Crime has yet to be
achieved, considerable progress is being made in connection with most of the initiatives - this despite the
fact that the partners, with the exception of CSC, reported having faced a number of impediments that
resulted in delays to their implementation.
The most progress appears to be in the RMAF component areas of international assistance, investigation
and intelligence, infrastructure, and policy development.
Implementation of Measures to Combat
Organized Crime is expected to contribute to four immediate outcomes: enhanced ability to
investigate/prosecute organized crime offences/groups, increased knowledge and understanding of
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organized crime issues/tools and improved detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups; and
improved case preparation.

Implementation of SGC Initiatives

SGC has made considerable progress in implementing actions in all but one of the four initiatives for
which it received funding; little activity has occurred in connection with legislative consultations and
training. The enhanced Akwesasne Partnership Initiative is underway; a number of research and policy
initiatives have been undertaken; and the oversight mechanism for the Measures to Combat Organized
Crime is in place. Implementing these initiatives contributes to two outcomes: increased knowledge and
understanding of organized crime issues/tools; and improved detection/targeting of organized crime
offences/groups.
Future implementation plans call for: ongoing participation of the Akwesasne Mohawk Police Service in
joint force activities; continuation of research activities, in particular concerning illegal drugs, money
laundering, cyber crime, economic crime and trafficking in women; and development of the organized
crime-specific'additions to the existing handbooks on sentencing.

Implementation of RCIVIP Initiatives

Considerable progress has bee'h made in connection with implementing the RCMP's 11 initiatives. Of the
11 initiatives, it is estimated that one is at the beginning stage; three are midway; and seven are nearing
full implementation. The initiatives with research and training activities have developed training plans or
educational material or have developed/delivered courses/ 'Workshops expected to contribute to the
immediate outcome of increased knowledge and understanding of organized crime issues/tools.
Initiatives related to infrastructure have made progress in implementing tech nology/equ ipm ent upgrades
or enhancing existing operations in order to. contribute to the immediate outcome of improved
detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups. Finally, the initiatives related to investigations
have placed staff or have enhanced operations in order to contribute to the immediate outcome of
improved detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups. Many of the RCMP initiatives have built
on existing programs and this has aided implementation progress. Relatively new areas, such as
developing capacity-diamond mining, are less advanced.
RCMP activities planned for the near future involve building on implementation progress made to date,
especially in training, education and awareness, research, partnership development, international liaison
and informatics.

Implementation of DOJ Initiatives

DOJ has made progre ss in implementing all of its initiatives which are expected to contribute to three
immediate outcomes: increased
*
knowledge and understanding of organized crime issues/tools; enhanced
ability to investigate and prosecute organized crime offences/groups; and improved case preparation. All
the individual initiatives are estimated to be implemented at the midway stage except for one at the
beginning stage and one nearing full implementation.
The most significant progress appears to have been made in connection with: providing international
technical assistance; supporting C24 - An Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Law Enforcement and
Organized Crime) and other related Acts through the legislative' and implementation processes; and
developing and delivering related training and awareness sessions. The specialized pilot disclosure units
that have been continued and have developed improved disclosure processes for court purposes.
Implementation of dedicated prosecution teams is largely in the planning stage.

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1 C24 was signed into law in December 2001
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Plans for the near future by DOJ involve: rolling-out of specialized disclosure units in conjunction with
dedicated prosecution teams; ongoing legislative support and training; conducting a retrospective
analysis of organized crime files; and reconvening the legislative working group to review what remains to
be done to meet the national agenda. DOJ will also develop an operational definition of "organized crime"
attempting to maximize compatibility with definitions used by other departments and agencies, including
the definition developed through the Delphi Panel to Reach a Consensus on a Uniform Definition of
Organized Crime for Police-Based Data Collection. A recent staffing freeze could have an adverse
impact on the creation of the dedicated prosecution teams and disclosure units.

J

Implementation of CSC Initiatives

P

CSC has made significant progress in that the proposed Centralized Intelligence Unit has been
established, staff are in place and training of security intelligence officers is underway. Implementation of
this initiative contributes to improved detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups.

I

Results-based Management and Accountability Framework (RMAF) Strategy
Implementation

I

Organizations have not had sufficient time to put in place all the required data-gathering processes
required to fully implement the performance measurement and evaluation strategies.

I

Although managers are beginning to think about the suitability of indicators and how to address
performance measurement, implementation of the performance measurement strategy is just beginning
and more work will be required to ensure that performance measurement data are collected on a regular
basis.

I

I

F
I
I
I
I
I
I

Departments are preparing for evaluation, but they are not yet ready. They have committed resources to
evaluation and are taking steps to deal with data collection and availability problems, but it is unlikely
these will be resolved before the formative evaluation.
It is likely that initiative managers will require some corporate-level assistance to ensure that output data
are gathered systematically and in a format that is accessible and usable for managing the initiative as
well as for future evaluations; to rethink indicators they consider inappropriate; and to coordinate and
conduct interviews according to the schedule indicated in the RIVIAF

Data Availability and Quality

There are a number of challenges associated with gathering data to evaluate the outcomes of the
Measures to Combat Organized Crime, the most significant of which are: lack of a commonly-held
definition of organized crime for data/research purposes; shortcomings of existing database particularly
the lack of a national system for police to report organized crime-related occurrences; reluctance of
stakeholders to share intelligence-based/sensitive data and information often derived from informants and
other unverified sources; and lack of a discrete organized crime element for the purposes of data capture.
Consequently, the quantitative data related to organized crime, identified in the RMAF, are not readily
available from existing sources; and the baseline data gathered during the study is very limited.
It is likely the formative evaluation scheduled for 2003 will rely heavily on qualitative research from
existing and planned studies, interviews and analysis of departmental files and reports.
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Introduction

This report presents the findings from a baseline review of the Measures to Combat Organized
Crime. The baseline review was conducted by Consulting and Audit Canada (CAC) on behalf of
Correctional Service of Canada (CSC), Department of Justice Canada (DOJ), Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP), and Solicitor General Canada (SGC).

The report is organized into four main sections: Section I provides general background
information on the project; Section2 provides the status of each partner organization's
implementation of the initiatives under Measures to Combat Organized Crime; and Section 3
discusses the availability and quality of the data required for the evaluation, the status of the
implementation of the performance measurement and evaluation strategies of the RMAF, and the
readiness of the partners to address evaluation issues. Section 4 presents the conclusions.
The report also includes a number of annexes giving additional detail on the status of initiatives
being implemented to combat organized crime, and baseline and other data gathered during the
review. Any baseline data that was collected are presented in annexes.

1.1

Background

Fighting organized crime has been one of the Government of Canada's most important law
enforcement priorities. It was featured in Red Book III, and the Speech from the Throne to open
the first session of the thirty-seventh Parliament of Canada (January 30, 2001). As a government
priority, it was supported by the House of Commons Sub-Committee on Organized Crime, and
subsequently endorsed by the Federal, Provincial, Territorial Ministers responsible for Justice in
their report, A National Agenda to Combat Organized Crime (September 2000).
On April 5, 2001, the Minister of Justice, the Attorney General of Canada and the Solicitor
General of Canada j ointly announced new funding for new measures to combat organized crime,
thereby reinforcing the Government of Canada's commitment to address this issue. As identified
in the corresponding Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat (TBS) submission, and the Resultsbased Management and Accountability Framework (RMAF) for the Measures to Combat
Organized Crime that accompanied the TBS submission, the new funding was intended to:
•

support the implementation of new legislation and accompanying legislative tools - i.e., An
Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Organized Crime and Law Enforcement), and to make
consequential amendments in other Acts;

•

complete the mandate of the National Agenda to Combat Organized Crime;

•

build on actions to combat organized crime that the Government of Canada had already
undertaken; and

•

strengthen the capacity of key agencies in dealing with the problem of organized crime.
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The TBS submission was developed and agreed to collectively by the four participating
organizations - Correctional Service of Canada (CSQ, Department of Justice Canada (DOJ),
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and Solicitor General Canada (SGC). It outlined
activities to be carried out by CSC, DOJ, RCMP and SGC in key areas touching on the main
stages of the criminal justice process (i.e., investigations, prosecutions and corrections).
Complementing the TBS submission, the logic model developed for the RMAF is organized
around three component areas legislation/policy/research, investigation/enforcement; and
prosecution and indicates how the activities undertaken contribute to the ultimate outcomes ofdisrupt, dismantle, deter and incapacitate criminal organizations; and
enhanced public safety and security from organized crime.

The RMAF also develops the performance management and evaluation indicators and strategies
for assessing the results of the Measures to Combat Organized Crime. Completion of the
mandate of the National 4genda to Combat Organized Crime is one of these indicators.
Included in the RMAF were commitments to prepare and provide to the oversight committee, the
Assistant Deputy Ministers' Public Safety Committee, annual progress reports in the form of a
baseline
, study (2002-2003); and subsequent reports in the form of two evaluations. A
comprbhensive formative evaluation report is scheduled f6r year three (2003-2004) of the
funding and a comprehensive summative evaluation report in year five (2004-2005) of the
funding. A formative evaluation tends to focus on implementation issues and early results. A
summative evaluation addresses results as well as rationale and alternative issues.

1.2

Study Objectives

In April 2002, the four participating organizations chose to undertake a baseline review of the
Measures to Combat Organized Crime as a means of establishing the foundation for the year
three and five evaluations. The baseline review was not in itself intended to be an evaluation or
to address funding needs. Rather, it was intended to provide a "snapshot in time" report on the
progress, gaps and remaining work to be done regarding:
•

each partner organization's implementation of the initiatives comprising the Measures to
Combat Organized Crime, and the performance measurement and evaluation strategies of the
RMAF; and

•

the availability and quality of the data required for the evaluation.

The baseline review is intended to inform the first annual report to the Assistant Deputy
Ministers' Public Safety Committee regarding the Measures to Combat Organized Crime. In
addition, the baseline review was intended to identify:
•

any baseline data that might be available to indicate results being achieved in combating
organized crime; and

•

the readiness of the partners to address the evaluation issues identified in the RMAF.
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Consulting and Audit Canada (CAC) was engaged by the partner organizations to conduct the
baseline review. The information-gathering phase of CAC's work began in April 2002, and
continued until July 2002.
The baseline established by this review, therefore, is the
implementation status of the funded organized crime initiatives as of July 2002. Implementation
progress made after July 31 has not been included in this report.

I

1.3

I

I

Project Methodology

The approach for this project was that of collaborative stocktaking designed to:
•

assist the four participating organizations to identify the progress they were making in
implementing the Measures to Combat Organized Crime, and

I

•

provide constructive feedback to facilitate preparation for the planned evaluations.

I

A Working Group, with representatives from the four participating organizations, facilitated the
project and was briefed at several junctures regarding its progress and findings. Information was
gathered from two main sources:

I

1

Documents and records that were identified or provided by involved parties (refer to
Annex C for the list of documents and records reviewed); and

I

2.

Interviews (in some cases, more than one) with 29 people from the four participating
organizations:

I

I

I

I

a) 13 from RCMP;
b) 10 from DOJ;
c) 5 from SGC; and
d) 1 from CSC.

Information from all sources was compiled by the CAC consultants. Detailed summaries of the
implementation status for individual initiatives were prepared and are presented in Annex A.
Baseline data that was identified for each organization is presented in Annex B.

I

I

I

I

I
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2.0 Implementation of Organized Crime Initiatives
Section 2 provides a brief status report for each participating organization in terms of the
progress made on implementing the individual initiatives comprising Measures to Combat
Organized Crime. Progress is identified in terms of the actions undertaken, at the time of the
study, to implement the initiatives. The "go forward position" is addressed in terms of the future
actions planned to complete implementation, summarized for each organization and detailed in
Annex A.

In the absence of formal plans with schedules and milestones against which to assess
implementation progress for each initiative, a rough estimate of the degree of implementation
was made by CAC and is indicated in the summary tables using the terms: beginning stages,
midway, and nearing full implementation. "Beginning stages" refers to those initiatives that
were in planning stages. In those cases where the new actions funded under the initiative are
nearing completion but where funding will provide ongoing support for activities such as
training, the term "nearing full implementation" is used. "Midway", therefore, becomes a
description that has a very wide range. These estimates do not take into account schedules
milestones, differences in the complexity of implementation of the various individual initiatives
(e.g. an equipment purchase versus development and delivery of a training program), but are
used only to convey progress as of July 31, 2002.
Our study findings indicate that it is too early to assess the extent to which the immediate
outcomes have been achieved. For example, although we identified delivery of training, there
have been no efforts within the organizations that delivered the training to assess its effectiveness
nor did our study address that issue. Therefore, while recognizing that the objective of this study
was not to evaluate the achievement of outcomes but to identify progress in implementing the
initiatives comprising the Measures to Combat Organized Crime, it is important to reference the
logic model relationships that indicate that implementation leads to outputs and is the first step in
achieving outcomes.
Thus, the tables, beginning with Table 1, present the individual initiatives in the context of the
Results-based Management and Accountability Framework developed for the Measures to
Combat Organized Crime. The purpose of section 2.0 is to set the context and introduce the
individual initiatives, as set out in the Treasury Board submission, in terrns of their relationship
to the RMAF components. Accordingly, Table I matches the individual initiatives undertaken
in each of the four organizations with the RMAF components, activities and the four immediate
outcomes ofEnhanced ability to investigate and prosecute organized crime offences/groups;

I

Increased knowledge and understanding of organized clime issues/tools;
Improved detection/targeting of organized crime offences/group; and

I

Improved case preparation.

I

I
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These immediate outcomes are expected to contribute to two intermediate outcomes - effective
investigations and effective prosecutions - that will lead to the ultimate outcomes.
In subsequent subsections and tables, key points relating to initiative implementation are
summarized according to organization. Additional detail regarding the implementation status of
individual initiatives, including spending for year one, the hire/placement of full time equivalents
(FTEs), and activities planned for the future is presented in Annex A.

(Note: The component and activity names used in this table were taken from the RMAF Appendices A through D)
Individual Initiatives Contributing to

RMAF Components

Outcomes
(from Treasury Board of Canada
Secretariat Submission)

R MAF Activities

RMAF
Immediate Outcomes

ROYAL CANADIANWOUNTED POLICE
Investigation/
Enforcement
(including
intelligence)

Research and Training

Infrastructure

Enhance undercover operations
Enhance source witness protection
Stabilize Pipeline/Convoy/ Jetway
(PCJ) initiative
* Enhance training and workshops
given as part of intemational
cooperation activities

Increased knowledge
and understanding of
organized crime
issues/tools

0

Crime Data Bank (NCDB)
database, replace software no
longer manufactured
Improve support to the Criminal
Intelligence Service Canada
(CISC), including the input of data
to and maintenance of the
Automated Criminal Intelligence
Information System (ACIISf
Establish and maintain an updated
version of Central Communication
Intercept System (CenCis)
Develop capacity to address
organized crime associated with
the diamond mining industry
Support the e)dsfing Integrated
Border Enforcement Teams in
BCNVashington and NB/Maine

Improved
detection/targeting of
organized cdme
offences/groups

Enhance undercover operations
Increase the contingent of liaison
officers
Enhance RCIVIP capacity to
respond to economic crime

Improved
detectJon/targeting of
organized crime
offences/groups

0
0
0

0
*
0

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

2

Note: The ACIIS system is actually part of Criminal Intelligence Service Canada and belongs to the law
enforcement community. RCMP plays a stewardship and support role re: CISC.
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Investigations
(including intelligence)

I
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Table I
Relationship of Organized Crime Initiatives to RMAF - by Department
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CANADA
Legislation/Policy/
Research

I

I

I

Prosecution
(including
investigation
support)

I

Research and
evaluation

a

Policy development and research

Training and education

0

Legislative consultations and
training

Legislation/Policy
Development/Consulta
tion

9
.

Policy development and research
Legislative consultations and
training

Enhanced ability to
investigate and
prosecute organized
crime offences/ groups

International
assistance

0

International technical assistance

Improved case
preparation

Investigation advice
and support

0

Dedicated prosecutors to advise
and assist police

Dedicated prosecution
teams implemented

0

Dedicated organized cdme
prosecution teams established

Disclosure
management

0

Specialized disclosure units
developed

Enhanced ability to
investigate and
prosecute organized
crime offences/
groups

*

Centralized Intelligence Unit at
NHQ established

Improved
detection/targeting of
organized cdme
offences/groups

Research/Evaluation/
Coordination

0

Oversight mechanism: evaluation
and assessment

Training/Education

0

Legislative consultation and training

Increased knowledge
and understanding of
organized crime
issues/tools

I

I

I

Increased knowledge
and understanding of
organized cdme
issues/tools

CORRECTIONAL SERVICE OF CANADA
Investigation
Enforcement
(including
intelligence)

Research and Training
Infrastructure
Intelligence

SOLICITOR GENERAL CANADA

I

I

I

Legislation/Policy/
Research

Policy development

Policy and research capacity
strengthened

Funding Akwesasne
Partnership Initiative

Funding partnership initiative

Improved detection/
targeting of organized
crime offences/groups

I

I

The logic model that follows is a modified version of the RMAF logic model adapted to show
some of the major outputs achieved as of July 31, 2002.

I

I
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LOGIC MODEL

MEASURES TO COMBAT ORGANIZED CRIME

Activities

...........

LegislationPolicy
Development/
Consultation
.....................................

............ T

......

..........

C-24
Policy teams
Law enforcement
juslilication tool,
guidelines

.. ......

Disclosure pilot continued
New disclosure process, best
practicesilessons learned
.............. I ............. Inform-abon sessions held
-T
API signed & underway
Backstopping program
strengthened
5 liaison officers hired
Cenral intelligence unit
established

.
i.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . .. ........

Immediate
Outcomes

Enhanced ability to
investigaleilprosecute 1
OC offences/groups Il

............................... ......

increased knowledge & understanding of

........... ............................. -...
-

---- ----------------------------------------------

D.

........

.J

Improved case Preparation

.............................................

Effective investigabons (Nabonall
International)

Intermediate
Outcomes

V

i.. ........ ................................

Improved detectionlItargeting
of CIC offences/groups

OC issues/tools

R el a ta d a ctivilies 1

-Y
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I
k
I

Overview of Implementation Progress

Although full implementation of the Measures to Combat Organized Crime has yet to be
achieved, considerable progress is being made in connection with most all initiatives - this
despite the fact that the partners, with the exception of CSC, reported having faced a number of
impediments that resulted in delays to implementation. At the time this study was conducted,
implementation progress varied with the individual initiatives, however, the implementation of
the RMAF activities associated with international assistance, investigation and intelligence,
infrastructure, and policy development appeared to be the most advanced. All organizations
have identified further actions that are required to fully implement their initiatives.

The impediments identified included, most notably: the repercussions of the events of
September 11, 2001, which resulted in a slowdown in implementation as resources were diverted
to the terrorism issue; the fact that funding to proceed with implementation was received late in
the fiscal year 2001/2002 delaying some implementation activities; and difficult staffing and
human resources processes, which impede placing the staff needed to implement the individual
initiatives.
SGC has made progress in implementing actions in all but one of the four initiatives for which it
received funding; little activity has occurred in connection with legislative consultations and
training. The Akwesasne Partnership Initiative is underway; a number of research and policy
initiatives have been undertaken; and the oversight mechanism for the Measures to Combat
Organized Crime is in place. Implementing these initiatives contributes to two outcomes:
increased knowledge and understanding of organized crime issues/tools; and improved
detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups.
RCMP has made progress in implementing actions in all I I funded initiatives. Those initiatives
with research and training activities have developed training plans, educational material,
workshops and courses and have delivered some workshops and training expected to contribute
to the immediate outcome of increased knowledge and understanding of organized crime
issues/tools. Initiatives related to infrastructure have made progress in implementing
technology/equipment upgrades and enhancing existing operations expected to contribute to the
immediate outcome of improved detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups. Those
initiatives related to investigations have placed staff and enhanced operations also expected to
contribute to the immediate outcome of improved detection/targeting of organized crime
offences/groups. Many of the RCMP initiatives have built on existing programs and this has
aided implementation progress. Relatively new areas such as developing capacity - diamond
mining are less advanced.

DOJ has made progress in implementing actions related to all of the initiatives for which it
received funding - most notably with respect to international technical assistance and Criminal
Law Policy activities related to policy development and legislative training. C24 came into law
in December 2001, supported by DOJ throughout the legislative process and thereafter.
Continued support was provided to the pilot disclosure units, first funded under the department's
Strategic Initiative Fund. The elements of the funded initiatives that have been implemented
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I

contribute to four of the immediate outcomes: increased knowledge and understanding of
organized crime issues/tools; enhanced ability to investigate and prosecute organized crime
offences/groups; improved case preparation; and improved detection/targeting of organized
crime offences/groups.
CSC has made significant progress in that the proposed Centralized Intelligence Unit has been
established, and training of security intelligence officers is underway. Implementation of this
initiative contributes to improved detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups.

2.2

Solicitor General Canada

Under the Measures to Combat Organized Crime, SGC is responsible for monitoring and
reporting on progress of the initiatives, coordinating consultations on national policy priorities,
providing training, developing policy and conducting research. SGC was allocated $7.34 million
over five years to implement its initiatives.
Considerable progress has been made on three of four SGC initiatives expected to contribute to
two immediate outcomes: increased knowledge and understanding of organized crime
issues/tools and improved detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups. A number of
significant research and policy activities have been undertaken, and agreement has been reached
on a national data collection strategy, suggesting progress toward improved knowledge and
understanding of organized crime issues. The oversight mechanism is operational and has
produced a number of deliverables. The enhanced partnership for AMP has moved ahead with
the signing of the agreement in early 2002, the purchase of equipment, and placement of staff.
Progress in implementing legislative consultations and training, however, has been slower.
Table 2 provides a summary of the implementation status of initiatives for SGC.
Progress has been made despite a number of impediments to implementation including those
identified in Section 2.1 and 2.6. For the SGC, with its responsibilities to conduct research, the
limited pool from which to attract appropriately qualified researchers in Canada and the data
gathering challenges, discussed in Section 3, which adversely impact research, are particular
implementation impediments.
Future plans call for ongoing participation in joint force activities; continuation of research
activities, in particular on cyber crime, economic crime and trafficking in women; and
development of the organized crime-specific additions to the existing handbooks on sentencing.
Annex A provides details on activities undertaken, spending, staffing and future activities.
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Table 2
Summary Status of SGC Initiatives

I

(Note: The component and activity names used in this table were taken from the RMAF Appendix A)

I

I

I

I

I

Research/
Evaluation/
Coordination

Estimated
Implementation
Prog ress as of
JuIv 31. 2002

a., hifiatil

0

Midway

Training/Education
Will contribute to
increased
knowledge and
understanding of
organized crime
issues/tools

9

Preliminary consultations have begun with the National Parole
Board and CSC to revise two existing handbooks on sentencing to
highlight sentencing for organized crime offences.

Beginning
stages

Policy Development

*

A policy document for law enforcement justification, and a reporting
and recording framework for the police have been developed.

Will contribute to
increased
knowledge and
understanding of
organized crime
issues/tools

I

I

I

S

The development of a national framework for the collection of
organized crime data is underway.
0 Ongoing consultations with police community and partners including
workshops:
- Dec. 01 - OC Data Collection and Impact Assessment
- Apr. 02 - Interdepartmental WG on OC Research and Impact
Assessment established with terms of reference
- May 02 - Follow-up on National Data Collection with agreement
on a process to develop, and obtain consensus for, a national
definition of OC for police-based data collection and a consensus
on how to response to Ministers short term data needs
0 Studies completed/underway:
- OC Data Collection and Impact Assessment Framework, Mar. 01,
Nathanson Centre
- Impact Assessment: illegal drugs and money laundering (literature
reviews), 01/02
- Fact sheets in 01/02 - illegal drugs, money laundering, cyber
crime, economic crime, trafficking in humans, outlaw motorcycle
gangs, organized crime
- Toward a National Definition of Economic Crime in relation to
Organized Crime, 01/02
- Money Laundering and Financial markets, 02/03
- OC in Canada: An Investigation into the Feasibility of Collecting
Police-level Data, Sept/02, CCJS
- Delphi Panel to Reach a Consensus on a Uniform Definition of
Organized Crime for Police-Based Data Collection Purposes completion Sept. 02
- Project to Generate Intelligence Estimates of Percentage of OC
Involvement in Selected Offence Categories - completion Sept.
02

I

I

"v

AF COMPONENT I - LEGISLATION/POLICY1RESEARCH

I

I

Acfioot^ U

Immediate
ouWomb..

I

I

7'

RMAF Actlvlty^

Will contribute to
increased
knowledge and
understanding of
organized crime
issues/tools

4k

Fully
implemented

I

I
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I

RMAF Activity
Immediate

Outcome

Actions Undertaken to Implement SGC Initiatives

RMAO'COMPONENT 11 - INVESTIGATIONIENFORCEMENT
^!- I ^.
Funding AMP
• The Akwesasne Partnership Initiative agreement has been signed and
was officially announced on February 28, 2002.
Will contribute to
improved detection/ • A number of officers are in place - total of six expected by Sept 2002.
• Equipment has been purchased and some on-job training has been
targeting of
provided.
organized crime
offencestgroups

2.3

Estimated
Implementation
Progroiis as of
July 31, 2002

I

I

e

Midway
I

I

Department of Justice Canada

I

Under the Measures to Combat Organized Crime, DOJ is responsible for supporting and
implementing new legislation and for developing the legislative tools necessitated by, C-24 An
Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Law Enforcement and Organized Crime) and other related
Acts, including the provision of training to those responsible for administering the legislation.
DOJ is also responsible for developing a research agenda for organized crime in consultation
with the federal Department of the Solicitor General Canada and other partners at the federal
level, and for implementing a new federal prosecution strategy. DOJ was allocated $37.55
million over five years to implement its initiatives.
DOJ has made progress in implementing all of its initiatives that are expected to contribute to
three immediate outcomes: increased knowledge and understanding of organized crime
issues/tools; enhanced ability to investigate and prosecute organized crime offences/groups; and
improved case preparation. The most significant progress appears to have been made in
providing international technical assistance; providing the support to the legislative process that
enabled C-24, An Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Law Enforcement and Organized Crime)
and other related Acts to be enacted into law, December 2001; and developing and delivering
related training and awareness sessions.
Two of the three Federal Prosecution Services components of the DOJ contributions to Measures
to Combat Organized Crime, investigation advice and support and dedicated prosecution teams
are conceptually different but not compartmentalized. Investigation advice and support is
directed at providing sufficient resources to enable prosecutors to play a greater role at the
investigative stage and dedicated prosecution teams will ensure that prosecutors will be devoted
specifically to organized crime files rather than general criminal prosecution. At the operational
level it is likely the same counsel will perform both roles. At the time the research for this study
was concluded, the implementation of dedicated prosecution teams was largely in the planning
phase, however, significant resources had been dedicated to a single organized crime case in
Alberta. Continuing support provided through Measures to Combat Organized Crime to the
specialized disclosure unit pilots, originally funded through the department's strategic initiative
fund, has led to the development process improvements in disclosure requirements for court

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

I

I

purposes. Early results from a mid-terrn review suggest these improvements may serve as a
model for the national roll out. Roll out for both the dedicated prosecution teams and the
disclosure management teams was projected for the fall of 2002. Table 3 on the next page
provides a summary of the implementation status of the individual DOJ initiatives.
Progress has been made despite a number of impediments to implementation (see Sections 2.1
and 2.6), including the events of September 11, 2001, which significantly delayed
implementation as resources focused on anti-terrorism, and a recent staffing freeze that could
have an adverse impact on the creation of the dedicated prosecution teams and disclosure units.

I

Plans for the near future involve the roll out of specialized disclosure units in conjunction with
dedicated prosecution teams; offering ongoing legislative training; developing an operational
definition of "organized crime" for DOJ purposes that is consistent with definitions in use in
other departments and agencies; conducting a retrospective analysis of organized crime files; and
reconvening the legislative working group to review what remains to be done to meet the
national agenda. Annex A provides details on activities undertaken, spending, staffing and
future activities.

I

(Note: The component and activity names used in this table were taken firom the RMAF Appendix B.)

I

I

I

Table 3
Summary Status of DOJ Initiatives

RMAF Activity

Actions Undertaken for DOJ Initiatives

mmediate.Outcome
I

MAF COMPONENT I - LE GISLATION/POLICY/RESEARCH
Research and Evaluation

I

I

Will contribute to
increased knowledge and
understanding of
organized crime
issues/tools

I

I

I

I

L

Estimated
Implementation
Progress as of
Jul^ 31 2002

Training and Education
Will contribute to
increased knowledge and
understanding of
organized crime
issues/tools

* An MOU has been signed between Research and Criminal Law
Policy (CLP) to undertake research activities.
0 A draft Research work plan has been developed.
0 An Organized Crime Research Advisory Committee was
established to address common issues and problems and
ensure coordination among the Federal Prosecution Service,
CLP, Evaluation and Research.
0 An MOU between Evaluation and CLP to gather required data
has been drafted but has not yet been signed.
0 A mid-term review of a disclosure pilot project initiated by the
Federal Prosecution Service in the Toronto area has been
conducted. The pilot involved three sites: Milton, Newmarket
and Bowmanville.

Midway

0 Six training sessions on "limited justification" were delivered
(Montreal, Halifax, Toronto, Edmonton, Regina, Vancouver and
Aylmer Police College) to 600 RCMP and other federal,
provincial, municipal law enforcement people.
0 One legislative "train-the-trainer" session was delivered in June
2002 in the NCR.
0 Information sessions are provided at the request of members of
the judiciary, including federal court judges, judges in Quebec,
Sunprinr nowt hi-- ---- Manitoba.

Midway

I

I
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I

RMAF Activity

Actions Undertaken for DOJ Initiatives

Immediate Outcome

Estimated
Implementation,
f
Prog ress as of
July 31, 2002

0 A training video on C-24 has been developed and will be ready
in the near future for distribution primarily to police forces across
the country and to people who are responsible for delivering
training on C-24 provisions.
Legislabon/Policy
Development/Consultation
Will contribute to
increased knowledge and
understanding of
organized crime
issues/tools

Ongoing support to the legislative process - C24 accepted into
law - December 200 1.
* informal consultations have taken place with the provinces
regarding need for/delivery of legislative training.
0 Two policy development teams are currently in place to provide
implementation support: a criminal procedure team and a
lawful access team.
*

I

I

Midway

I

I

RMAF:66MPONENT;Ill - P ROSECUTION (including investigation support)
International Assistance
Will contribute to
improved case
preparation

Three mutual legal assistance requests have been executed.
Information sessions on the new legislation have been provided
to the Office of International Affairs (USA counterpart) and the
DOJ National Defence Group.
0 An International Assistance Group (IAG) member spent a
month (Feb 2002) in Trinidad providing on-site assistance
preparing documents in order to ensure the legal
documentation would meet Canadian legal requirements.
IAG participated in the G-8 meeting in Tremblant where it was
decided that Canada/Italy will hold a join conference of experts
on OC (October 2002).
The IAG updated a handbook with the legislative changes and
developed a brief on the changes for inclusion in C-24
legislative training session held in June.

*
0

See comments under Implement Dedicated Prosecution
Teams. It is likely the same prosecutors will perform both roles

Investigation Advice and

SUppoh3

Nearing full
implementation

I

I

Beginning
I

Will contribute to
enhanced ability to
investigate and prosecute
organized crime
offences/groups

Implement Dedicated
Prosecution TeaMS5

Continuation of the disclosure pilot projects in Toronto and
Vancouver.
0 Some capacity building has taken place.
0 New disclosure process has now been applied to a few cases
(from beginning to end).
0 Best practices and lessons learned have been identified from all
sites: Vancouver, Milton, Newmarket and Bowmanville.
0 Information sessions have been provided in B.C. and two
training sessions have been completed in London and
Kingston, Ontario.

Midway

0

Beginning

a

Provided dedicated prosecutors on one major OC case in
Alberta.

I

I

Will contribute to
improved case
preparation
Disclosure Managemene

I

I

I

I

I

I

3
These initiatives will merge at the operational level.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.

I
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I

I

I

I

RMAIF Activity

Actions Undertaken for DOJ Initiatives

Immediate Outcome
Will contribute to
improved case
preparation

•

•
•

Estimated
Implementation
Progress as of
July 31, 2002

Implementation plan has been developed and the allocation of
resources has been mapped. Nine prosecution teams are
planned to be in place by fall 2002 in Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver and Regina.
Plan provides for 10% (approximate) holdback in the budget to
allow flexibility to be able to respond to larger/more complex
cases if/when they arise.
Regional Offices have been asked to do some anticipatory
staffing, but a recent staffinq freeze could cause delavs.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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2.4

Royal Canadian Mounted Police

Under the Measures to Combat Organized Crime, RCMP is responsible for coordinating and
integrating intelligence and investigation activities, including developing new technology to
support investigations. RCMP also has a role in providing specialized training to law
enforcement organizations. RCMP was allocated $82.75 million over five years to implement its
eleven initiatives.
Considerable progress has been made in connection with all eleven RCMP initiatives organized
under three RMAF activities. Many of the RCMP initiatives have built on existing programs and
this has aided implementation progress. Relatively new areas, such as developing capacitydiamond mining, are less advanced.
The five initiatives with research and training activities have developed training plans or
educational material or have developed/delivered courses/workshops, which are expected to
contribute to the immediate outcome of increased knowledge and understanding of organized
crime issues/tools. Seven initiatives related to infrastructure had made progress in implementing
technology/equipment upgrades or enhancing existing operations in order to contribute to the
immediate outcome of improved detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups.
Finally, two initiatives related to investigations had placed staff or enhanced operations in order
to contribute to the immediate outcome of improved detection/targeting of organized crime
offences/groups. Table 4 on the next page provides the summary implementation status of
initiatives for RCMP.

I

I

E
I
I
I

Progress has been made despite impediments referred to in Section 2.1 and 2.6. Of particular
importance to the RCMP, obtaining human resources has the added dimension of deciding
whether regular or civilian members should be hired, and this must be resolved when the
classification requirements for new positions are determined. This further complicates the
staffing and human resources processes.
Activities planned for the near future involve building on implementation progress made to date,
especially in training, education and awareness, research, partnership development, international
liaison and informatics. Annex A provides details on activities undertaken, spending, staffing
and future activities.
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Table 4
Summary Status of RCIVIP Initiatives
(Note: The component and activity names used in this table were taken from the RMAF Appendix C.)
RMAF Activity

ActiontUndertaken to Implement . MWIn l itlatives

Immediate Outcome. 4 1

Estimated
Implementation
Pro
Of

RMAF COMPONENT 11 - I NVESTIGATION/EN FORCEM ENT (including Intelligence)

I

I

Research and Training
Will contribute to
increased knowledge
and understanding of
organized crime
issues/tools

I

I

I

& Undercover operations have delivered six training courses on
undercover operations and related issues (e.g., economic crime).

Neadng full
implementation

0 Source witness protection program - first set of training courses
developed for delivery scheduled to begin with a set of five
courses in Sept. 2002.

Midway

Pipeline/Convoy/Jetway:
- two program coordinators' positions established outside HQ one in Regina (primarily involved in training delivery full-time)
and the other in Halifax (primarily focused on promoting
awareness of the program)
- training plan developed for the law enforcement community
- program mission, goals and objectives defined

Midway

International Cooperation offered four workshops on drug
enforcement, intelligence and money laundering and attended
two international fora on drug enforcement.

Nearing full
implementation

• The Economic Crime Unit developed education and awareness
material, including public service announcements.

Nearing full
implementation

0 National Crime Data Bank (NCDB) has been updated to replace
software that is no longer manufactured. Infrastructure support
for the system was also improved with the addition of 680
computer terminals across the country to provide better access to
the NCDB.

Midway

• A new version of the CenCis has been developed - site rollout
expected to begin in fall 2002 and finish Dec. 2003.

Nearing full
implementation

I

• Development of a new diamond-profiling database is underway
but completion will likely take five years.

Beginning stages

I

• The Economic Crime Branch is testing a new complaints report
system.
• Software development is underway for a Web-based reporting
system, Reporting Economic Crime On-Line (RECOL).

Nearing full
implementation

I

40 A new patrol vessel was purchased by the Integrated Border
Enforcement Team in Pacific Region.

Nearing full
implementation

I

4k Ability to input data into the Automated Criminal Intelligence
Information System (ACIIS) has increased with the placement
and training of nine new staff.
(Note: ACIIS is part of CISC, however RCMP has stewardship of
the funding provided by SGC)

Nearing full
implementation

I
Infrastructure

I

I

Will contribute to
improved detection/
targeting of organized
crime offences/groups

I

I
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RMAF Activity

Actions Undertaken to Implement RCMP Initiatives

Immediate Outcome

Estimated
Implementation
Progress as of
July 31, 2002

I
I

Investigations (including
Intelligence)

Undercover operations has developed and implemented a more
sophisticated backstopping program for covert operations.

Nearing full
implementation

Will contribute to
improved
detection/targeting of
organized crime
offencestgroups

Five additional liaison officers have been placed abroad to assist
YAth investigation and intelligence gathering.

Fully implemented

2.5

I
I
I

Correctional Service of Canada

Under the Measures to Combat Organized Crime, Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) is
responsible for establishing and supporting a centralized intelligence unit. A total of $2.5 million
dollars was allocated for this initiative over the five-year period.
To date, CSC has made significant progress in implementing this initiative. The Centralized
Intelligence Unit has been set up, all full-time equivalents (FTEs) are in place, and training of
security intelligence officers is underway. Implementation of this initiative is expected to
contribute to improved detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups. Table 5 below
provides the status of implementation for CSC, organized according to the activities listed in the
RMAF.

Future activities involve continuing to deliver training, implementing new software and
establishing a secure network drive. Annex A provides details on activities undertaken,
spending, staffing and future activities.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 5
Summary Status of CSC Initiatives

I

(Note: The component and activity names used in this table were taken from the RMAF Appendix D.)

I

Estima d

^ctlons Undertaken for CSC Initiative

impiementation

m9ress as of Ju
31.2002

I
MAF COMPONENT 11 - INVESTIGATION/ENFORCEMENT (including Intelligence)

I

I

I

I

Research and Training
Will contribute to
improved
detection/targeting of
organized crime
offences/groups

Infrastructure
Will contribute to
improved
detection/targeting of
organized crime
offences/groups
Intelligence

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Will contribute to
improved
detect on/targeting of
organized crime
offences/groups

2.6

Training has been provided to all new intelligence officers and
CSC intends to provide additional training to existing officers.

Nearing full
implementation

CSC in is the process of purchasing 12 software that will
provide a too[ to officers to conduct intelligence analysis. CSC
also intends to establish a secure network drive to share
.
protected C" and secret information.

A new centralized intelligence unit has been established with
five new officers.

Impediments to Implementation

During interviews, the partner organizations, with the exception of CSC, identified a number of
impediments to implementation of their organized crime initiatives. CSC did not report having
experienced implementation difficulties.
The more critical impediments reported are:
I

Funding for implementation that was received late in 2001/02, resulting in some year-one
funds being lapsed in some areas as well as a late start for some initiatives.

2.

Competing organizational priorities that resulted in shifts in organizational focus and
reallocation of limited resources (including those shifts that flowed from the events of
September 11, 2001).

3.

Lengthy, cumbersome classification, staffing and contracting processes that have hindered
the ability of the participating organizations to get appropriately qualified people in place
in a timely manner.

I

I
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4.

Insufficient human resources. and/or a limited pool of human resources from which to draw
appropriately qualified people to staff the positions necessary to implement and sustain
initiatives.

5.

Technical challenges in some areas as a consequence of stakeholders not all being equipped
with a comparable/compatible standard of hardware, software, technical support and/or
user-ability.

The effects of item I above have essentially passed. -Itein 5 is being progressively addressed as
situations arise. Ite nis 2, 3 and 4, however, are long-standing issues that continue to impede
progress.
A more comprehensive list of impediments to implementation is found in Annex E.

E
I
I
E
I
I
I
E
I
I
I
I
E
I
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I

3.0

Implementation of RMAF Strategies

The Results-based Management and Accountability Framework (RMAF) for Measures to
Combat Organized Crime, as approved by TBS in February 2002, included components covering
ongoing performance measurement and evaluation strategies. Implementation of these strategies
was required by the RMAF to ensure that data are available to monitor ongoing perforrnance of
the organized crime initiatives and the desired results achieved. The TBS submission supported
the implementation of performance measurement and evaluation by providing funding for
research, data development and evaluation.
Section 3 provides an overview of the progress in implementing the performance measurement
and evaluation strategies. It also provides the context for implementing the strategies in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 which discuss challenges to data gathering and current availability of data.
Both will impact on the implementation of the RMAF strategies.

One of the intents of the baseline review was to bring to the attention of initiative managers the
requirement to track and report ongoing performance and results. This was done by asking
interviewees to comment on indicators and to provide data currently being gathered on the
indicators. This information, although not extensive, is presented in Annex B by partner
organization and by initiative. Annex C contains data from other sources, some of which may be
useful as baseline data for future work. Our purpose was not to analyze the data but rather to
identify potential baseline data and sources for the future.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

3.1

Progress in Strategy Implementation

Given that the RMAF, which outlines the strategies, was not approved until February 2002 and
this study began in April 2002, organizations have not had sufficient time to put in place all the
required data gathering processes required to fully implement the performance measurement and
evaluation strategies. Moreover, the data collection and data availability challenges outlined in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 must be overcome in order to fully implement the performance management
and evaluation strategies. While the focus of most of the managers interviewed was the
implementation of their initiative, interviews indicated that both performance measurement and
evaluation issues are being considered actively and addressed by the organizations involved in
Measures to Combat Organized Crime.

Performance Measurement Strategy
With respect to the ongoing performance measurement strategy, our interviews and the responses
to our requests for data currently being collected suggest that implementation is just beginning
and more work will be required to ensure that performance measurement data are collected
regularly. Few of the initiatives representatives reported that they were currently systematically
collecting and reporting output data such as number of persons trained, number and type of
training sessions, number of partnerships. Most indicated that these data could be assembled and
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some intended to implement systematic data gathering. In those cases where interviews were
identified as the primary data collection methodology, we did not identify any specific plans or
timing to undertake this activity, and initiative managers were unclear about who would
undertake the task.
Because the RMAF is at the overall level of Measures to Combat Organized Crime, initiative
managers indicated that they needed to better understand how their individual initiative
contributes to the outcomes and to identify the specific aspects of the performance measurement
and evaluation strategies they should address. (Table 1 links departmental initiatives with the
RMAF). They are beginning to think about the suitability of indicators and how to address
performance measurement as shown in Tables 6 and 7 and Annex B. Organizations are also
addressing how to make better use of the current data sources. For example, DOJ is reviewing
how to use and/or modify Caseview (a file and time management system) to provide
performance information.

Several initiative managers indicated that they were expecting more direction or assistance for
performance measurement from the corporate-level groups within their organization (e.g.
Evaluation, Performance management). A few indicated that they were actively seeking this
support. It is likely that initiative managers will require some corporate-level assistance to
ensure that output-data are gathered systematically and in a format that is accessible and usable
for managing the initiative as well as for future evaluations; to rethink indicators they consider
inappropriate; and to coordinate and conduct interviews according to the schedule indicated in
the RMAF.
Evaluation Strategy
The evaluation strategy specifies two evaluations; makes partner departments responsible for
monitoring and evaluating their individual components and ensuring reports are forwarded to the
SGC in accordance with the reporting strategy; and specifies that the methodologies will involve
multiple lines of evidence.
Implementation of the evaluation strategy is advancing. Departments are taking steps to deal
with data collection and availability problems, but it is unlikely these will be resolved before the
formative evaluation. Departments have committed personnel and financial resources to address
data requirements and evaluation and have actively supported the development of the RMAF and
the baseline review. In addition, departments have been active on the Working Group supporting
the research related to organized crime.
Two departments have :identified evaluation
research/evaluation as an RMAF activity and are actively pursuing evaluation-related work.
Although departments are preparing for evaluation, they are not yet ready.
Initiative
implementation is progressing but is not far enough along in some areas for evaluation.
Furthermore, implementation of the performance measurement strategy needs to be advanced, as
does implementation of the evaluation strategy.
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Initiative representatives were fairly optimistic when asked to comment on the evaluation
readiness of their individual initiatives. Of the eight initiatives self-identified as "ready for
evaluation," one had had a mid-tenn review (of a pilot) and the others were planning datacollection systems (outputs and volume data) and a few of these were already in place. Seven
initiatives self-identified as "not yet ready for evaluation." Of these, four identified the need for
work in setting up performance measurement and data collection; two cited the need to make
more progress in implementation; one needed more direction on data-gathering requirements.
The question was not explicitly answered for five initiatives, two of which indicated that there
would be little data to collect given the nature of the initiative and the funding.

3.2

During the interview phase of the project it was evident that the organizations participating in the
Measures to Combat Organized Crime were faced with challenges related to data gathering. In
particular, four data gathering challenges emerged as being more prevalent across Participating
organizations than the others. They were:
1.

Lack of a commonly-held definition of organized crime
In response to a need identified repeatedly by police stakeholders in particular, SGC is
leading a Delphi study6 to develop a definition for organized crime data collection
purposes. The study has representative participation from each of the major stakeholders
concerned with organized crime, including federal, provincial and territorial policy
officials, law enforcement, as well as experts from academia. It is anticipated that the
development of a national definition of organized clime will assist police to determine what
elements identify a criminal activity as organized crime for police-based data collection
purposes.

2.

Shortcomings of existing databases
The existing databases track offences that may or may not be related to organized crime.
Therefore, volumetric data on organized crime (such as the number of organized crime
arrests, charges, convictions) are not tracked. Organized crime identifiers are planned for
incorporation in two existing databases: Caseview and UCR.2 (Uniform Crime Report).
However, it will be some time before these identifiers are implemented, and it is unlikely
that they can be applied to data already collected. Other shortcomings include the lack of
links among databases, making it difficult to identify and track a specific case, and the lack
of national coverage. In fact, there is no common database or national infrastructure for
data collection or links between databases across stakeholder groups.

I

I

I

I

Challenges to Data Gathering

I

I

I

I

I

6

The Delphi technique is used to facilitate problem-solving, planning and/or decision-making. It does so without
physically assembling the contributors. Instead, information is exchanged via mail, fax, or e-mail.

I

I
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3.

4.

Reluctance of stakeholders to share intelligence-based/sensitive data and information
7
Reportedly, much of the organized crime data in existence is intelligence-based, recorded
in qualitative text format, and not readily converted to quantitative or numeric form. There
is reluctance on the part of many stakeholders to share such sensitive information resulting
in impediments to data capture and research.

"Organized crime" is not a discrete element for the purposes of data capture
It is not unusual for organized crime files to overlap with other files or funded initiatives.
For example, a particular "organized crime" file may involve one or more other law
enforcement priority areas, such as drugs, gangs and proceeds of crime.

Additional challenges reported by interviewees included those listed below (in no particular
order):
Groups/stakeholders/jurisdictions are hesitant to share or permit access to sensitive or
classified information/data.
Intelligence-based collection of information is not conducive to statistical analysis.

I

I

I

I

I

I

It is not practicable to reconstruct past data to develop baselines.
Multi-year operations where information cannot be revealed until after disclosure takes place
make it difficult to gather and track information.
Work being carried out in other countries with judicial requirements that differ from
Canada's complicate data gathering.

I

I

Funding for sub-initiatives not centrally controlled makes tracking and data capture difficult.
Reliance on others to collect data raises issues with respect to consistency of data collection
and data integrity.
In some instances, OC links are established only in much later stages of an investigation,
making identification and tracking difficult.
Insufficient resources to undertake or fund studies hampers data availability.
The challenges to data gathering were explored fully by the Canadian Centre for Justice
Statistics8 in their report of September 2002, which concludes "A combination of factors
ranging from the lack of standard definitions and guidelines, the under-reporting of organized
crime, the current design of intelligence databases and the security of information sought, all
place challenges on efforts to quantify organized crime."

I

I

I

I

I

I
7

See Organized Crime in Canada: An Investigation into the Feasibility of Collecting Police-Level Data, September
2002, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, pp 17, 18.
8 See Organized Crime in Canada: An Investigation into the Feasibility of Collecting Police-Level Data, September
2002, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, p 5.
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3.3
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Availability of Data

The impediments to data gathering discussed in Section 3.2 have a significant impact on the
availability of data. The quantitative data related to organized crime, identified in the RMAF,
are not readily available from existing sources. Qualitative data will be available from existing
and planned studies, interviews and analysis of departmental files and reports. The availability
of data and the challenges of data collection suggest that it is likely the formative evaluation
scheduled for 2003 will rely heavily on qualitative research.
As a short-term solution to the lack of quantitative data, SGC, in cooperation with the
Federal/Provincial/Territorial Working Group on Organized Crime Research and Analysis, is
conducting a project to develop some estimates related to organized crime for completion in
September 2002. The study draws upon the expertise of the Canadian intelligence community to
collate and integrate estimates of organized criminal involvement in four offence categories
presumed to be linked to organized crime:
drug trafficking, drug importation, cannabis
production and motor vehicle theft (not recovered). In addition, a case study on outlaw
motorcycle gangs was also undertaken. The result of this work is expected to provide insights
into the involvement of organized crime groups in illegal drugs and motor vehicle theft.

I

Table 6 below presents a brief summary of the current availability of data from sources
identified in the RMAF, as well as some future possibilities identified during interviews.

I

Table 7 on page 26 provides a summary of methodologies that could be a potential source of
qualitative data, as suggested by interviewees.

I

Annex B presents more detailed information by organization on the current availability of data.
It also presents baseline data provided by interviewees and suggestions for new methodologies,
data sources or indicators.

I

Table 6
Summary of Current Data Availability

I

Summary of Data Availability by Source Identified in RMAF

I

I

EXISTING DATABASES
DOJ - Caseview

I
9

I

CCJS survevs9

*
lo

Data available by offence, not OC
Caseview is a file and time management
system, not a statistical database.

•
•

Plans to add an organized
crime identifier in future
Data mining

*

Data have not been qathered for OC mmoses.

4o

Orqanized crime variable

9 See Organized Crime in Canada: An Investigation into the Feasibility of Collecting Police-Level Data, September
2002, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics pp 23 to 24 for finiher information on the advantages and disadvantages
of the existing data.
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Summary of Data Availability by Source Identified In RMAF

0
•
•

Uniform Crime Report
(UCR)1 and 2
Adult Criminal Court
Survey (ACCS)
Homicide survey

Current

•

•

•

•
•

I

Data availability

RMAF Data Source

Shortcomings include:
- UCR data available by offence (not OC); Not
all police forces submit data to UCR 2; UCR I
data available only at aggregate level.
ACCS is not national in scope: Data are related
to criminal organization offence charges (467.1)
stemming from Bill C-24 (1997) C-95. Bill C-24
(enacted on Dec. 18, 2001) created three new
offences 467.11, 467.12 and 467.13, which will
also be tracked by ACCS.
It is important to note that CCJS surveys (data)
may not always capture incidents/
cases/admissions that involve "organized crime"
and that include "criminal organization offences"
created from Bill C-95 and Bill C-24.
Since 1991, the Homicide survey has collected
data related to gangs, however, there are no
criteria or definition for gang-related homicides.

Future
planned for UCR 2 by 2005

I

I

I

I

Both surveys were mentioned in interviews as
potential information sources. No advantages
or disadvantages were identified.

Youth Court Survey
(YCS)
Adult Correctional
Services Survey
(ACSS)

RCMP
• PROOF system
• RECOIL

•

RCIMP intelligence
databases
• National Crime Data
Bank - NCDB;
• Automated Criminal
Intelligence Information
System - ACIIS (Note:
ACIIS system is
actually part of
Criminal Intelligence
Service Canada and
belongs to the law
enforcement
community. RCMP
plays a stewardship
and support role re:
CISC);
• Central
Communication
Intercept System CenCis;
• Diamond mining
profiling data

*

CSC - Offender

*

I

I

Captures volumetric data related to economic
crime, especially telemarketing fraud
Web-based reporting system, Reporting
Economic Crime On-Line (RECOL)

•

Limited capacity for statistical reporting

I

I
Increase in intercept lines in
CenCis would indicate
increased capacity of regions
- improved detection/
targeting of OC offences

I

I

I

I

I

I
OMS is a database of volumetric data for
I
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Summary of Data Availability by Source Identified in RMAF
RMAF Data Source
Management System
(OMS); Strategic
Intelligence Plan (SIP)

I

I

I

Operational reports, files
(including audits,
management reviews)

Data availability
Current
corrections (includes OC data, e.g., number of
individuals incarcerated for OC, number of OC
security incidents)
SIP (1998, 2002) profiles OC in institutions
Source of qualitative data - Offenders undergo
review and evaluation to identify profiles and
skills of OC offenders vis-;&-vis regular offenders
0 Most outputs (e.g., number of training sessions,
number trained, number of partnerships) can
be assembled through reviews of files and
reports
0 Most outcomes will require a qualitative
assessment of file and report data

I

I

I

I

Some organizations intend to
implement systematic
gathering of output data

Complexity study (DOJ)

0 Ballpark estimates of OC cases based upon a
10% sample

* Study could be replicated and
data extrapolated

Mid-term review of the
Disclosure Pilot (DOJ)

0 Mainly qualitative - Preliminary assessment of
pre- and post-disclosure knowledge, satisfaction
with DOJ guidance, RCMP processes,
practices, systems affects in investigative work,
improve disclosure timeliness and reduce risk

0 Follow-up project evaluation

Case study comparisons
of disclosure from
Bowmanville (DOJ)

0 Preliminary comparisons of disclosure
timeliness for cases using old/new (pilot)
disclosure system

Scheduled for 2002
completion including:
Money Laundering
(SGC)
Drug Trafficking (SGC)
Media and Organized
Crime (RCMP)
• Aboriginal
Communities and
Organized Crime
(RCMP)
• Organized Crime and
Impacts on Youth
(RCMP)
• Human Smuggling
(RCMP)

0 Contain little quantitative data
Literature reviews and qualitative studies

I

I

S.

;W

I

I

Fu t u re

Next phase for Money
Laundering and Drug
Trafficking (impact studies) to
go ahead in fall 2002

I

I

I

I
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I

The methodologies identified in Table 7 are potential sources of data only. They were identified
by interviewees as potential data sources or methodologies and are being considered by some of
the organizations but may not necessarily be implemented.

I

Table 7
Potential Data Availability through Qualitative Methodologies

I

Potential M ethodologies Identified

I

Potential Methodology/Data Source

RMAF Result Addressed

TRAINING AND INFORMATION SESSIONS

I

Survey of trainees, participants in information
sessions - how training has been used, what is
needed

Outcome: increased knowledge and understanding of
organized crime issues and tools

Evaluation of training/information sessions

Outcome: increased knowledge and understanding of
organized crime issues and tools

I

I

Informal poll of information sessions, presenters
(follow-up questions, enquiries)

0

Outcome: increased knowledge and understanding of
organized crime issues and tools

Review of the quality of field work for the level of
infiltration achieved following training

0

Outcome: increased knowledge and understanding of
organized crime
Outcome: improved detection, targeting of organized crime
offences and organizations

*

I

Review by liaison officers of the priority given
Canadian requests for assistance, the quality of
foreign support (pre- and post-training)

0

Out come: effective investigations

I

Monitoring of postings of key foreign officers
trained - do they remain in positions where they
can use their knowledge?

0

Outcome: increased knowledge and understanding of
organized crime issues and tools

I

I
Review by analysts of a sample of intelligence
data in ACIIS and NCDB

0
0

Outcome of ACIIS review: upper echelon of OC detected/
targeted
Outcome of NCDB review: improved detection, targeting of
OC offences/ organizations

Case studies

0

Outcomes: effective prosecutions

Retrospective analysis of OC incidents

0

Outcome: effective investigations; effective prosecutions

A file review of Caseview to examine pre-C-24
and a monitoring strategy for post-C-24

0

Outcome: effective investigations; effective prosecutions

Updated Strategic Intelligence Report on
Diamonds (has been requested)

0

Will bring together some baseline data

I

I

OTHER
Monitoring changes in the price of contraband
(ST indicator of impact of undercover operations
on organized crime)

I

I
Outcome: disrupt (dismantle, deter, incapacitate) criminal
organizations

I

I
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While it is clear that the organizations involved in Measures to Combat Organized Crime are
considering ways to address challenges related to data collection and data availability,
measurement and attribution, challenges abound. The challenges identified include:
• Separating the impacts of the OC initiative from those resulting from other policy changes,
activities, funding;
•

Separating the impacts of the OC initiative from changes and activities in society;

•

Tracking long-ten-n impacts that may not be manifest for many years;

•

Quantifying results that are largely qualitative; and

•

Ensuring that indicators previously identified in the RMAF are in practice both measurable
and reliable.

With respect to the final challenge, interviewees suggested that the volumetric data identified
may not be good indicators of outcomes and must be interpreted carefully. Volumetric data may
be more indicative of efficiency than effectiveness. Furthermore, changes may be a result of
short-term activities and not indicative of trends in organized crime (e.g., taking staff out of
operations for training may temporarily result in fewer arrests).

I
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Conclusions and Observations

This section of the report draws together the major conclusions and observations of the study.

I

Implementation of Measures to Combat Organized Crime

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Although full implementation of the Measures to Combat Organized Crime has yet to be
achieved, considerable progress is being made by all organizations particularly in the activities
associated with the RMAF component areas of international assistance, investigations and
intelligence, infrastructure, and policy development.
While it is too early to assess outcomes, nor was this the intent of the study, implementation of
the Measures to Combat Organized Crime is expected to contribute to four immediate outcomes
identified in the RMAF: enhanced ability to investig ate and prosecute organized crime
:
offences/groups; increased knowledge and understanding
, of organized crime issues/tools;
improved detection/targeting of organized crime offences/groups; and improved case
preparation.
Progress has been made on three of four SGC initiatives. Future implementation plans call for
ongoing participation by AMP in joint forces activities; conducting impact assessments on illegal
drugs with a particular focus on marijuana growing operations, and possibly money laundering;
and continuation of research activities that may include cyber crime, economic crime, and
trafficking in women, based on priority-setting exercises; and development of the organized
crime-specific additions to the existing handbooks on sentencing.
DOJ has made progress in implementing all of its initiatives. Progress in two related areas was
identified as in the planning stages. Plans for the near future by DOJ involve: rolling out
specialized disclosure units in conjunction with dedicated prosecution teams; offering ongoing
legislative support and training; and reconvening the legislative working group to review what
remains to be done to meet the national agenda, and developing an operational definition of
"organized crime" for DOJ purposes. However, a recent staffing freeze could have an adverse
impact on the creation of the dedicated prosecution teams and disclosure units.
Progress has been made in connection with all eleven RCMP initiatives. Activities planned for
the near future involve building on implementation progress made to date, especially in training,
education and awareness, research, partnership development, international liaison and
informatics.
CSC has made significant progress in implementing its initiative. The Centralized Intelligence
Unit has been set up, all full-time equivalents (FTEs) are in place, and training of security
intelligence officers is underway. Future activities involve continued training delivery,
implementing new software, and establishing a secure network drive.

I

I
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Progress in implementing the initiatives was impeded by three main factors:
•

the repercussions of the events of September 11, 2001 slowed implementation as resources
were diverted to the terrorism issue;

•

the funding to proceed with implementation was received in October of fiscal year
2001/2002 delaying some implementation activities; and

•

difficult staffing and human resources processes have impeded placing the staff needed to
implement the individual initiatives.

Implementation of RMAF Strategies

I

I

I

I

Organizations have not had sufficient time to put in place all the required data-gathering
processes required to fully implement the performance measurement and evaluation strategies.
Although managers are beginning to think about the suitability of indicators and how to address
performance measurement, implementation of the performance measurement strategy is just
beginning and more work will be required to ensure that performance measurement data are
collected on a regular basis.
Departments are preparing for evaluation, but they are not yet ready. Departments have
committed resources to evaluation and are taking steps to deal with data collection and
availability problems, but it is unlikely these will be resolved before the formative evaluation.
Because the RMAF is at the overall level of Measures to Combat Organized Crime, initiative
managers indicated that they needed to better understand how their individual initiative
contributes to the outcomes and to identify the specific aspects of the perforinance measurement
and evaluation strategies they should address. It is likely that initiative managers will require
some corporate-level assistance to ensure that output data are gathered systematically and in a
format that is accessible and usable for managing the initiative as well as for future evaluations;
to rethink indicators they consider inappropriate; and to coordinate and conduct interviews
according to the schedule indicated in the RMAR

There are a number of challenges associated with data that will impact on the implementation of
the performance measurement and evaluation strategies. The most significant being: the lack of
a commonly held definition of organized crime; the shortcomings of existing databases; the
reluctance of stakeholders to share intelligence-based/sensitive data and information; and the
lack of a discrete organized crime element for the purposes of data capture. Consequently, the
quantitative data related to organized crime, identified in the RMAF, are not readily available
from existing sources and the baseline data gathered during the study were very limited. It is
likely the formative evaluation scheduled for 2003 will rely heavily on qualitative research from
existing and planned studies, interviews and analysis of departmental files and reports.
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ANNEx A. IMPLEMENTATION STATUS OF ORGANIZED CRIME INITIATIVES
Solicitor General Canada
Initiative

Solicitor General Canada
Implementation Progress - July 31/02

Enhance partnership arrangement with Akwesasne Mohawk police
Activities
Activities
ffind new positions for officers who will work
0
Akwesasne Partnership Initiative agreement has
with RCMP on border-related crimes & take
been signed stipulating funding and reporting
part in joint enforcement actions
0
Capital equipment has been purchased - no
details - to be verified
0
Joint initiatives have been undertaken - no
details - to be verified
Funding
•
$2.19M over 5 years
•
$.5M annually on an ongoing basis

3 new positions on the AMP force

Spending:
* No details - financial statements expected
0
^001/02 funding lapsed because it was received
late the AMP agreement was not signed
FTEs
3 or 4 officers are in place - to be verified

Strengthen policy and research capacity
Activities:
•
Develop a national framework for the
collection of organized crime data in
collaboration with RCMP, Justice, other,
review data sources, assess ongoing data
collections
•
Pilot survey developed by CCJS that will form
the basis of data collection from police and law
enforcement agencies - Did not go ahead. '

Research Activities:
*
Starting in 2000, ongoing consultations with
senior police represented on the CACP POLIS
Committee
0 May 30, 2002, meeting with representatives of
the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police,
Canadian Association of Police Boards , and
Canadian Police Association to seek their views
as to the preferred approach to national data

FTEs

Activities Planned for Future
Activities
* Reports - annual financial statements
within 180 days of end of FY; first biannual report Aug 15
0 Purchasing of capital equipment
a Training
0
Participation in j oint force activities
a
Leadership in j oint force activities

FTEs
6 FTES expected to be in place by
Sept 2002
Activities:
0
Developmental work will begin in the fall
2002 on the development and addition of
a new OC variable to UCR2 (led by
CCJS)
0
two RFPs will be developed for next
phase of impact studies; one for illegal
chugs and one on money laundering

1 The feasibility study was done in lieu of the pilot survey. The reason: Following discussions with senior police represented on the Police Information and
Statistics (POLIS) Committee of the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police (CACP) in October 200 1, members were unanimous in recommending that a
"pilot" survey would not be successful in addressing the issues and priorities surrounding organized crime. The greatest concern was that a "pilot" study under
the broad umbrella title of organized crime would greatly underestimate the nature and scope of organized crime in Canada due to the lack of coordinated and
Q uata cutlecuou canently available turn punce, agullulus.
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Initiative

Analyze & assess data relating to organized
crime trends & impacts

itor:
Geii&a.'C,
I
Impl6men Uftloh

- 1/62.

collection
Two data collection workshops (Dec 2001 and
May 2002) have been completed. OC was as an
information item at the Dec 2001 meeting of the
Liaison Officers'Committee (LOC) involving
FPT statistical experts and representatives.
Framework study completed by Natheson Centre
for the Study of Organized Crime and
Corruption (York University)
Agreement on national data collection strategy
Feasibility study on data collection completed by
CCJS
Uniform definition of OC for police-based data
collection purposes reached through a consensus
building process using a Delphi approach.
Critical examinations of the impact assessment
literature on OC in relation to illegal drugs and
money laundering undertaken.
Short term project to develop baseline OC data
from CCJS and court data is underway (by Sept
2002)
Money Laundering and Financial markets study,
02/03, related to Defining Economic Crime

Activities Plaftned forTuture

Work on cyber crime to develop a
Canadian law enforcement operational
manual on hi-tech crime investigations
and an evaluation of the effectiveness of
the Manitoba cyber crime tip line will be
initiated
Additional special studies will be
launched (topics to be selected in
consultation with intelligence experts and
FPT officials).

Policy
0
Policy document for law enforcement
justification developed
a
Reporting and recording framework developed
Funding
Spending
a
$4M over 5 years
$275,000 spent on studies, developmental work
• $400K in 01/02 & annually thereafter
NCC meeting on clear definition of OC, O&M
• $125K of the $400K in 01/02 to CCJS for
to support research and travel
*
data collection
$125,000 for baseline review
FTEs
FTEs
9
2FTEs in Policing and Law Enforcement
1 *
1 PHD student May-Sept 2002.-
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Initiative

(PLED) to assess ongoing data collection
Legislative consultation & training

=

M

=

=

Activities
Consultation with NPB, CSC

Funding:
$.75M over 5 years

Spending:
no funds have been spent to date

FTEs

FTEs

$.15M in 01/02 and on

It is anticipated that one FTE will be
designated for this initiative
Oversight mechanism
Activities:
• RMAF
• Annual reports to ADM Public Safety
Committee
• Comprehensive reports for ministers of
CC on Social Union in yr 3 and 5
Funding:
0 400K in 01/02 and on
FTEs
1 FTE planned

=

=

M

=

M

=

Solicitor General. Canada
Implementation Progress - July 31/02 =Activities Planned for Future

Activities
develop, deliver & co-ordinate training
sessions for prosecutors & police &
information sessions for judges

o

M

Activities
0 addition of a section in two existing
handbooks on sentencing, highlighting
sentencing for organized crime
0 development of briefmgs

not yet in place

Activities:
* RMAF developed and approved Feb 2002
0 Baseline review underway

Spending:
0
01/02 funds lapsed
0
FTE in place

Annexes for Baseline Review: Measures to Combat Organized Crime
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Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Ia6'e_'^
Enhance National Crime Data Bank (NCDB)
Activities
6 Update data base & replace software

14010^ientatfi

17W

Activities
* New system implemented March 19,2002
40 680 new computers purchased so regions could
access NCDB

Funding - $1.6M over 5 years
Spending:
0 $243,000 - application development
$1.2M to roll out new intranet platform in
0
2001/02;
$956,800 - purchase of computers
$. 1 OM/yr from 2003 on to maintain
FTEs
FTEs
e NA
e
NA
Enhance Crimiiial:-Iiit^.Uig6iice,'Servi^&:CiAada-.(CI - sc):,Activities
Activities
• Improve support to CISC including the input of 0 System audits - Central, Manitoba, Alberta, BC
data to and maintenance of the Automated
completed
0 9 data entry support staff dedicated to ACHS
Criminal Intelligence Information System
(ACIIS)
provided to provinces
• Undertake up to 9 secondment arrangements
0 Data entry support staff trained in the use of
(provinces & municipal)
ACIIS and category definitions
• Provide data entry support to provinces
0 7 secondment arrangements completed (Ottawa,
Barrie, Montreal, OPP, DND, CSC, CCRA); 2
under negotiation
Spending
Funding - $9M over 5 years
0 $1.8M annually for 4 staff;
9
$460,000 proximately on salaries
FTEs
FTEs
4 FTEs to be hired 1 FTE has been hired.
o ACHS support officer - to troubleshoot
2 strategic intelligence analysts
problems with ACHS, audit system, conduct
1 ACHS support office
education and awareness presentations for
1 organized crime officer
Annexes for Baseline Review: Measures to Combat Organized Crime
Solicitor General Canada
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Activities
• Purchase & installation of new servers
• Continuing implementation of new
features including a case management
system (every 6 weeks based upon need
and level of effort required);
• Incorporation of existing systems such as
SPURS into NCDB
• Reporting capabilities expected to be in
place by March 31, 2002

Activities
• Continue audits
• Education and awareness presentations for
users
• Balanced Scorecard for CISC by end of FY
2002/03

Project Number 560-0156
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users.
Staffing in progress for 3 positions
0 2 strategic analysts - posters out
0 1 OC officer - competition closed.

Enhance Central Communication Intercept SystenqCenCis)
Activities
Activities
• Prototype system purchased and tested in A
Roll out and maintain an updated version of
CenCis
Division in 2001/02.

•

Funding - $35.7 million over 5 years
*
$9.3M in 2001/02
&
$9.16M in 2002/03
0
$7.3M in 2003/04
0
$5.07M in 2004/05
0
$4.87 from 2005/06 on

FTEs
0 Hire intercept monitors & technologists
Enhance undercover operations
Activities
• Develop & implement a more sophisticated
backstopping program for covert operations;
• Research new undercover techniques and use
this to develop & implement new undercover
approaches & techniques;
• Develop HR strategy to recruit and train new
operators
• Update & expand training material

Funding - $5.8M over 5 years
$ 1 M in 2001/02
$1.2M in 2002/3 and on

Tender being prepared to implement system
nationally (expected to go out in June 2002).
• Site roll out schedule developed - subject to
change with contract award.
Spending
00/02 - $1.387M for prototype
$1.23M/yr allocated for temporary OC
intelligence monitors

=

=

M

M

=

=
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Activities:
Roll out of system anticipated for
completion by December 2003. (Originally
planned for June 2002)

FTEs
No technologists hired to date - all work done
with existing staff
Activities
Backstopping props required for developing
backgrounds have been purchased
•
Some travel has been undertaken to other
countries to learn different undercover techniques
and observe training techniques and content
•
Training undertaken:
0 2 Internet undercover workshops
0 Major crime undercover course
0 Basic undercover course
0 Cover person workshop
0 Economic workshop
0 C-24 training

Activities
•
HR strategy is to be developed.
• Research is ongoing.
• Training is ongoing.

Spending:
9 $700,000 on training (to date)

Annexes for Baseline Review: Measures to Combat Organized Crime
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FTEs
0 5 - undercover operations
Enhance source v&nesg^profe^tionActivities
0 More training, auditing, monitoring

FTEs
9 Noneinplace

Funding - $7.05 over 5 years
• $1.25M in 01/02
• $1.45M in 02/03 and on

Spending0 01/02 - $900,000 - a portion went to cost sharing
of back stop initiatives
0 02/03 - $100,000 to date exclusive of salaries
FTEs
0 3 FTEs are in place:
2 training development resources - 1
permanent member; 1 former member on Iyear contract.
I field office resource hired in FY 0 1 /02.
1 PS employee as an Assistant for finance this person is now on a 6-month term
position, to be made permanent.
0 Staffing is proceeding on
3 field office resources to be in place by the
end of May 2002

FTEs
0 8 - agents for recruiting and handling

Develop capacity - Diamwid Tfflning
Activities

Activities
Training - First set of 5 a-dining courses are being
developed for delivery in Sept 2002.
C? Intranet based training module as a
prerequisite for Human Source
0 Introduction to Human Source
0 Recruiting for Human Source
0 Witness Protection handlers course
0 Witness Protection co-ordinators
Audit
o Meetings with Corporate and Internal Audit

Activities

Annexes for Baseline Review: Measures to Combat Organized Crime
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Activities
Training
0 Implement training monitor and make
changes over 18-month period.
0 Plans for developing future courses
include Human Source Management,
Reporting and Editing Information,
Disclosure.
0 Change internal policy to reflect training
Audits
o Develop audit(review protocols.
o Conduct 3 quality reviews/audits per
year starting January 2003.
Monitoring
o -Improve systems and procedures to
monitor and track financial data, training
statistics.

1 resource for overseas delivery of HSP
(not yet in place)
2nd PS employee to manage
0
administration for the program (as
part of this current initiative).

Activities
Project Number 560-0156
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Develop capacity to deal with OC in diamond
mining industry.
Apply a crime prevention strategy and risk
assessment to diamond industry.
Maximize existing partnerships.
Provide investigative assistance and training for
law enforcement partners & RCMP.
Work with RCMP jewellery units.

Funding - $1.35M over 5 years
* $.27M in 2001/02 and on
FTEs
0 1 - diamond-profiling database
Improve capacity - Econonfle crime
Activities
• Enhance capacity to respond
• Develop web-based complaints reporting
(RECOL)

Funding - $9.5 6 Mover 5 years

M
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M
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Development of diamond mining profiling
database has started with samples received for
analysis.
• A request has been made to CID to update the
Strategic Intelligence Report on Diamonds.
• Partnerships - participation in interdepartmental
working groups examining the potential for tools
to combat OC in the industry such as the
Kimberley Process (to certify unfinished
diamonds) and legislation specific to the diamond
sector.
• Training - 1-day awareness and investigation
training sessions being delivered.
Spending
9 Unknown - not provided
FTEs
2 FTEs staffed
0
1 investigator/trainer in the North
1 FTE to develop the profiling data base
0
Activities
Implementation plan developed.
Accountability framework being developed.
Undertaking software development for RECOL.
Provides telephone support to review online
complaints.
Contributed funds to development of upgraded
security software - MICA 2.
• Random quality assurance checks on PROOF
system.
• Ongoing data mining to support criminal
investigations.
• Lab support related to counterfeiting.
• Education and awareness initiatives (French &
English) including public service announcements.
• Staffing actions underway for indeterminate
Profiler Analysts.

0

•
•
•
•

M

M
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Completion of the database will take about
5 years.
An updated Strategic Intelligence Report
on Diamonds
Ongoing development of partnerships
o Interdepartmental working groups
Ongoing training
Work with RCMP jewellery units

Activities:
• RECOL testing scheduled for July and full
implementation for October 2002.
• Implement MICA 2.
• Continued support for activities related to
securities, counterfeit, telemarketing,
bankruptcy, corruption, identity theft.

Spending

Annexes for Baseline Review: Measures to Combat Organized Crime
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$1.88 in 01/02 to 04/05
$2.04M after 04/05

$500,000 not spent in 01/02.
As of June 10, $2.4M received:
$50,000 on salaries
North Bay office set up - some salary dollars
were used
0 Contractor hired to assist with set up and
management of front end administration for OC
initiative
$1.85M on O&M including
* $Z RECOL software, development
* $175,000 to develop MICA2
* $120,000 education and awareness
FTEs
15 FTE are in place
0 4 FTE equivalents (up to 10 part time)
forensic accountants
0 2 RECOL phone support - N.B.
0 2 PhoneBusters in NB - I RCMP, 1 civilian
intelligent analyst
0 2 analysts HQ RECOL
0 1 lab worker - counterfeit
0 3 or 4 temporary Profiler Analysts - data
rning
0
4 FTEs not in place
o 1 manager HQ RECOL
o 3 MICA analysts

FTEs
* 14 investigators and support

Support EBET

L&ivid6s-',,P1afiii^F.u

FTEs
Complete staffing for:
0 Indeterminate Profiler Analyst
positions.
0 MICA analyst positions for
Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto Oob
descriptions completed).
0 Manager HQ RECOL.
0 1 QA person for PROOF

Activities:
0 Purchase of Patrol vessel.

Specialized
equipment and communications
'
equipment
Funding - $1.93M over 5 years
* $39 M in 01/02 & on

Activities
Vessel expected to be in operation by June
2002.
Run and maintain vessel.
Purchase border detection equipment.

Spending
0 $390,000 for patrol vessel in 0 1/02.

FTEs

FTEs

Spending
Yearly vessel operating costs expected
$75,000

Activities
Support the existing Integrated Border
Enforcement Teams'in BC/Washington (5
FTEs) and NB/Maine (3FTEs)
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NA
Stabilize Pipellile/Convoy/Jetway initiative
Activities:
•
Improved national co-ordination
•
Increase regional training capacity
• Deliver more consistent training across law
enforcement community
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Activities
• Increased promotion of PCJ through
internet
• Continued training to:
• RCMP
• Outside groups, e.g. other police
forces, CCRA
• Continued cross border training
initiatives (Pipeline)
• Creation of a Course Training Standard to
be delivered by RCMP officers

Funding - $1.85M over 5 years
0
$3 9M in 0 1/02 and on

Activities
• Program has moved to Traffic Services Group sole responsibility
• Program mission, goals, objectives have are being
developed
• Resources have been designated specific
responsibilities - Regina for training; Halifax for
awareness
• Training plan (mid to long term) is being
developed
• Training has been delivered.
• Cross border training initiative between US and
RCMP officers (Georgia and Saskatoon)

Spending
o Unknown - not provided
FTEs
0 2 program coordinators in position

Activity
0 Increase the contingent of liaison officers

Activities
• The positions were staffed as quickly as possible
with 4 of 5 FTEs in place by April 1, 2002. The
final FTE was in place in summer 2002. The
initiative is now fully implemented
• Money was spent on staffing process, equipment
(e.g., office, vehicle), training (e.g., orientation),
and travel (e.g., relocation)

Funding
$7.66M over 5 years
• $1.9M in 0 1/02
• $1.44M in 02/03 and on

Spending
• Information to be provided
• Not all of the budget was expended because
funding was only received in Sept 2001 and this
was not enough time to staff positions and put
people in place. The remaining funds lapsed.

Activities
•
The initiative is fully implemented
•
In August 2002, there are plans to conduct
a review of the entire LO program. The
review will examine: workload analysis,
efficiencies of the program, and whether
the program is addressing the right
priorities; resourcing requirements; and the
outcomes of program activities.
•
There are also plans to develop a
performance management system for the
entire LO program.

FTEs
0 2
Increase Liaison Contingent
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5FTEs
o 5 liaison officers for Beijing, Vienna, Jamaica,
The Hague, Madrid
.Enhance internationa1eomop&;Aioii hafflatives
Activities
Deliver regional drug enforcement workshops
for law enforcement agencies

Funding - $1.25M over 5 years
o $.25Min0l/02&on

FTEs
5 liaison officers in place in Beijing, Vienna,
Jamaica, The Hape, Madrid
Activities
Resumption and/or expansion of training
activities:
• Marine Drug Enforcement workshop Columbia
• Intelligence training workshop - Jamaica
• CCAD Community Policing Workshop Vancouver
• Money Laundering training - Venezuela
a Participation in international fora;
• Tokyo - drag enforcement
• San Fransisco - drug enforcement
Cooperative activities with CICAD
0 Evaluation of a communication system
designed to exchange intelligence &
information during investigations - Andean
region
0 Develop web site to assist with tracking of
firearms in Western hemisphere
Spending
o $153,576 (January to April, 2002)

Activities
• Development of performance indicators
• Planned training:
• Controlled Delivery - China in
cooperation with Australia
• International Observer Attachment
• Airports Workshop - Ecuador
• Planned participation in international fora:
o LTNDCP workshop

Annexes for Baseline Review: Measures to Combat Organized Crime
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Department of Justice Canada
Initia'tNe
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FPS I - Dedicated OC prosecutors to advise and assistRolice

Activities
• Identify/establish dedicated prosecutors to
provide advice & assistance to police
during their investigations
• Note: FPS 1, 2, and 3 will merge at the
operational level.

0^ss,

Activities
Prosecutors for FPS I & 3 are likely to be
the same individuals

Funding
$1.69MinOl/02
$1.68M in 02/03
$2.77M in 03/04
$3-19M in 04/05 and on

FTEs (not cumulative)
0 12 FTEs funded in 0 1/02
0 12 FTEs in 02/03
* 22 FTEs in 03/04
* 27 FTEs in 04/05 and on
FPS 2 - Specialized disclosure units
Activities
• Establish specialized disclosure units to
assist with management of evidence
gathered during investigation and to
ensure disclosure requirements are met
• Improve the disclosure process by helping
police collect, organize, and store all
information that may be required for
disclosure as case proceeds
• Note: FPS 1, 2, and 3 will merge at the
operational level.

--P-Ianned,f6r...FdtureActivities
0
See FPS 3

Funding

FTEs

Activities
Continuation of disclosure unit pilots in
Vancouver and Toronto (Bowmanville,
Milton, and Newmarket).
In Bowmanville, applied and tested a new
process of gathering, recording,
organizing, centralizing, editing, analyzing
evidence for disclosure purposes and to
prepare Crown briefs.
Identified best practices and lessons
learned from the pilots.
Conducted training in London & Kingston.
Capacity building: Crown from Toronto
pilot is working on a case in Hamilton; I
police officer has been assigned to each
case.
See FPS 3 for notes on allocation of

Annexes for Baseline Review: Measures to Combat Organized Crime
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Activities
• Disclosure units are to be rolled out by September in
conjunction with prosecution teams.
• Dissemination and application of best practices and
lessons-learried from Bowmanville to the set up of other
disclosure units.
• Capacity building through training police in proper
'disclosure management'
• Collect feedback from Crowns handling the prosecution
of cases linked to the disclosure project
• Identification of suitable cases to test electronic
disclosure.
• Intend to integrate disclosure unit practices with
prosecution team practices.
• See FPS 3

Project Number 560-0156
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Funding
e $1.32M in 01/02 and on
FTEs
0 18.5 FTEs
FPS 3 - Dedicated Pfosecition Teams-

Activities
•
Establish dedicated OC prosecution teams

•

(experienced, paralegals, clerical support)
involving experienced prosecutors
Note: FPS 1, 2, and 3 will merge at the
operational level.

Funding
• $1.2M in 0 1/02
• $2.38M in 02/03
• $2.97M in 03/04
• $4.72M in 04/05 and on
$ for O&M - hardware, software, travel,
security

FTEs (not cumulative)
0
8.5 FTEs in 01/02
0
17 FTEs in 02/03
0
21 FTEs in 03/04
0
3 8 FTEs in 04/05 and on
$ for O&M - hardware, software, travel,
security

FPS 4 - International Technical. Assistance .
Activities
Provide additional international technical
assistance in support of extradition and
mutual legal assistance demands
Provide training and technical assistance

axmeo,.ior,--K-tkture--

,^,jLinplementatioii^,r-i7ogr.ess,,-^,-,,.-J,uly.,,',,:3,jL/,U':

resources and anticipatory staffin&
Spending
$ 1. IM spent in 01/02 to cover shortfalls
in disclosure units that were operating
FTEs
Currently 3 crown attorneys and 2
paralegals located at local RCMP
detachments - Toronto.

Funding
FTEs

Activities
• Prosecution of 1 OC case in Alberta
• Allocations of resources have been
mapped
• Regional Offices have been asked to
conduct anticipatory staffing (Note:
staffing freeze currently in effect )
Spending
• 0.7M spent in Y2
• Funds spent on prosecuting 1 OC case in
Alberta

Activities
0 9 prosecution teams planned to be in place by fall 2002:
HLFX, MTRL, OTTWJRTO, WNPG, EDMO,
CALG, VCVR, and SASK.
0 Completion of staffing actions for prosecutors.
0 Initiate staffing actions for paralegals.

FTEs
0 9 crown prosecutors involved in OC case
in Alberta
0 Offices allocated resources (Vancouver,
Edmonton, Winnipeg, Saskatoon,
Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, and Halifax)

FTEs
• Implementation plan calls for resources to be allocated
over the next 5 years with a 10% (approximate)
holdback in the budget to allow for flexibility to be able
to respond to larger/more complex cases if/when they
arise. Not all regions will receive additional resources in
years one and two.
• By end of year 4, each region will have been allocated
resources, except for the North.

Activities
• Reviewed 3 mutual legal assistance
requests under new leg'n
• Identified problems with legislation
• Updated handbook with legislative

Activities:
• Ongoing training via regular briefings to IPOC, police
college, Interpol
• On-site assistance to countries of greatest need
• Ongoing assistance and advice to Canadians and foreign
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Initiative .
to foreign jurisdictions

Sustain participation in G8 Lyon Group

Funding
• $.19M in 0 1/02
• $.27M in 02/03
• $.44M FTEs in 03/04
• $.77M in 04/05 and on
FTEs (not cumulative)
0 1 FTE in 0 1/02
* 2.5 FTEs in 02/03
0 3.5 FTEs in 03/04
0 6 FTEs in 04/05 and on

Policy Development & Research
Activities
Policy Development component
•
Establish a dedicated team to complete the
parliamentary phase of Bill C-24
•
Work on successive phases of policy
development & legislative proposals
needed to complete the National Agenda
Research component
Develop & implement a research agenda
for DOJ on OC

Evaluation component
Undertake consultations, research &
evaluations to assess and enhance the
effectiveness of each phase of policy

M

I i--b

M
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Changes
• Developed a brief on changes for inclusion
in C-24 legislative training session held in
June
• Provides ongoing assistance/information to
Canadians and foreign countries - briefing
to Office of International Affairs (USA),
National Defence group (DOJ)
• Participated in G-8 meeting
Spending
* 0. 1 6M spent in 0 1/02

Planiied^for Future
countries
Support to a Canadafitaly joint conference of OC experts
proposed for October

FTEs
0 Unit has hired 4 paralegals, 5 lawyers, and
2 support staff since January 2000 but
funding comes from several areas and the
extent OC funding was used for the
resources is not known
0 3 permanent staff are expected in the fall 2 new, I on loan from Toronto will
become permanent
Activities
Policy Development component
0
2 policy development teams currently in
place: l/ criminal procedure team; and 2/
lawful access team (work on lawful
access includes consideration of
production orders)
0
Support for completion of the legislative
process to have C24 signed into law (Dec
2001) (finding a sponsor in the Senate,
writing Ministerial speeches, revising
clauses, drafting responses to
questions/concerns raised in the Senate
Research component
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Activities
Policy Development component
• Reconvene the legislative working group to review what
remains to be done to meet the National Agenda, the
priorities, and to formulate recommendations to be
presented to Ministers in Nov.
• Ongoing work of criminal procedures and legal access
work teams on disclosures outcomes, production orders,
civil forfeiture.
Research component
• Contribute to the development of new policy/legislation
to meet the National Agenda commitments.
• Chair the DOJ OC Research Advisory Commi ee
Help develop a common definition of OC for DOJ, and
Project Number 560-0156
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Funding - $9.37M over 5 years
o $1.86M in 01/02

p e 66
"Ti6if kMOU signed between research and CLPS
with funding as follows:
o $315K - 2001/02
o $215K - 2002/03
o $155K - 2003/04
o $115K - 2004/05, 2005/06, and on
Developed research workplan Consulted
with CLPS, FPS and Evaluation
0 Developed preliminary working data
tables
0 Set up an Organized Crime Research
Advisory Committee within DOJ to
address common issues and problems
and ensure coordination among FPS,
CLP, Evaluation and Research
* Participated in FPT WG on OC Research
& Analysis
0 Co-chair of inter-departmental committee
on OC research & impact assessment
with SolGen
Evaluation component
a
MOU between Evaluation and CLPS has
been drafted (but has not yet been
signed) with funding as follows:
• $308K - 2001/02
• $360K-2002/03
• $308K - 2003/04
• $520K - 2004/05
• $308K - 2005/06
*
Members of internal WG (FPS, CLP,
Evaluation, Research)
0
Developing plans for data gathering
associated with the RMAF
0
Conducted a Mid-term Review of the
Toronto Disclosure Pilot Project
Spending
* 2001/02:
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attempt to be consistent with other depts and agencies
Partner with other depts and agencies to do a
retrospective analysis of OC incidents.
0 Undertake a file review of Caseview to examine preC24.
0 Assist in the development of a plan for the 3 and 5 year
review of C-24
Re: Evaluation component
*
Contribute to the development of new policy/legislation
to meet the National Agenda commitments
0 Participate in the departmental OC Research Advisory
Committee
* Participated in the development of the RMAF for OC
* Participating on the WG for the Baseline Review of the
Implementation of the OC initiative
0 Develop a workplan for approval of CLP
0 Participate in the evaluations in year 3 & 5 specified by
the RMAF
0 Develop an Evaluation framework/plan more specific to
DOJ
*
Continue to build co-operation among DOJ stakeholders
0
Caseview will be updated with an identifier for OC
0

Funding

Project Number 560-0156
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• Salary dollars were used, but not
O&M
• Research did not spend any of its
2001/02 O&M budget
• Evaluation spent $22.8 K on contracts
and FTE time was spent on the
development of the RMAR
FTEs
Of 13.5 FTEs identified:
• Research = I (Oct 200 1)
• Evaluation = 1 scheduled to come on
board July 2002, and 0.5 from
existing resources
• Policy Development = intention was
to use new hires, as well as existing
resources. No hiring done yet.

$1.86M in 02/03
$1.75M in 03/04
$1.95M in 04/05 & on

FTEs
Funding to cover 13.5 FTEs per year (not
cumulative) to 04/05 and on

Le^e Training & Consultations
Activities
• Develop and deliver (with federal and
provincial partners) legislative training to
support Bill C-24 and future phases of
legislation action required to support the
National Agenda
• Develop, deliver & coordinate with Sol
Gen legislative training of prosecutors,
police; information sessions to judges on
key sentencing & conditional release
provisions
• Undertake consultations, research &
evaluations to assess and enhance the
effectiveness of each phase of the
legislation

Activities
1 legislative train the trainer session in
NCR (June 2002) - 2 days on each ofBills
C-24 and 3 6.
0 6 training sessions on "limited
justification" delivered (Montreal, Halifax,
Toronto, Edmonton, Regina, Vancouver,
and Aylmer starting in the fall 2001 to 600
RCM? and other federal, provincial,
municipal law enforcement people
0 Train the trainer tools developed - power
point briefing deck and speaking notes
0 Information sessions provided at request of
members of the judiciary - including
federal court judges, judges in Quebec,
superior court judges from Manitoba
a Training video on C-24 has been
developed and will be ready for
distribution in the near fature
0 Informal consultations with provinces
regarding need for/delivery of legislative
tFail3k9g41
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FTEs
• A number of the 13.5 FTEs will be used for dedicated
legislative training team
• Re: Policy development - a competition will be held in
the near future for an LA (OC and Anti-Terrorism
combined)

Activities
• Ongoing legislative training into next FY.
• Limited justification training session scheduled for
Fredericton, NB, July 2002
• Continued information sessions for iudiciary.
• Assistance to provinces delivering their own legislative
training by helping with training plans and participating in
the first training sessions per constituent group to ensure
training quality and consistency.
• Development of an electronic form to elicit feedback from
participants in the NCR legislative training session.
• Follow up to provide participants in the legislative
training session with a list of participants and presenters.
• Informal poll of DOJ presenters regarding questions and
feedback on legislative training session held in NCR.
Distribution of C-24 video to police forces, C-24 trainers,
parliamentarians, attendees of the NCR legislative
training session.
Co-delivery of training with SGC may not be desirable intent for now is to keep separate
Project Number 560-0156
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Funding - $5.23M over 5 years
• $1.24M in 0 1/02
• $1.24M in 02/03
• $1.23M in 03/04
• $36M in 04/05 & on

Spending
0 0 1/02 - Unknown
0 O&M dollars have been used for
development and delivery of legislative
training, and consultations regarding the
National Agenda
FTEs
None hired, existing resources have been
used for the initiative

FTEs (not cumulative)
0 2.5 FTEs in 01/02
0 2.5 FTEs in 02/03
0 2.5 FTEs in 03/04
0 2.5 FTEs in 04/05 & on

Funding

FTEs
Intent is to hire people who will form a dedicated training
unit for whatever legislative training is required - will
include non-LA coordinator and an assistant
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Correctional Service of Canada
Ififfatt,
Establish a Centralized Intelligence Unit at NHQ
Activities
• set up the unit with 4 FTEs
• provide training to existing officers
• purchase and implement 12 software
• develop a secure network drive to share
protected C and secret information
Funding
$2.5M over 5 years
• $.5M in 0 1/02
• $.5M in 02/03 & on
FTEs
total of 4 FTEs planned

'Ja48^

10C

es

Activities
A total of 5 officers are working in the unit
all officers have been trained

M N

U

Activities
purchase 12 software
establish secure network drive

Spending:
0 $.5M for 2 FTEs in year one
0 In year 2, $.5M was redirected to the regions
FTEs
* 2 FTEs hired in year one
* Existing resources were realigned to establish
the unit.
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I

oficitor, enerai"'Ci
a
-,
RMAF indieators
bata:*Gathered^'
Pre-Implenientition
P6st-lMplemeiitation
(2000-n2001)
(17601 an^.wi)
Enhance partnership arrangement with Akwesasne Mohawk police
1. AMP signed agreements

2. # j oint forces operations participated in by
ANT
3. #joint forces operations led by AMP
Strengthen policy and research capacity
1. Use ofBill C-24 provisions: Sections 25.1
to 25.4: protection from liability for certain
otherwise illegal acts)
2. Trends in economic, social, environmental
impact assessments of Organized Crime
activities
3. Volume of Criminal organization charges
4. Extent research/evaluation reports,
publications used in policy/legislative
development
Legislafiv^ consultation & training
1. Perceptions of Initiative managers,
defence, legal experts on: Extent provisions
followed; Effectiveness of tools (provisions);
Effectiveness of Bill C-24 provisions
2. Nature of consultations / Number of
consultations
3. Number & percentage of police,
prosecutors, judges trained/informed (C24)
Number of police officers trained (RCMP,
others)

-

. :

. '.

...

I

.

AvailabiHty of data

This data will be collected through the bi-annual
and financial reports provided by the Mohawk
Council of Akwesasne and the Akwesasane
Mohawk Police

The newly developed reporting/ recording
framework will capture this type of data.

0 consultations undertaken
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0 consultations
undertaken

Not certain what value this indicator would have.
These indicators are of limited relevance for this
initiative given that information sessions are
likely to be limited. If sentencing information is
delivered as part of DOJ briefs or information
I se-ions, ffien DOT nould g2ther the data
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Royal Canadian Mounted Police
RMAF indicators

CW2

- :^' _ .

a
' ' ' '.' 1-^.
re-'limpk men"t-fi,
a on^(20'00-200-1

Enhance National Crime Data Bank (NCDB)
1. Internet platform implementation
Non-existent
2. Quality, availability & sharing of
2000-3000 people had
intelligence
access to old system

e

ok4ien g . o. , , . , .. : - ,
an on

Platform implemented
12,000 people have
access to the new system

V
A.aflabflity
of 6ta

# documents posted should be available
Quality is not currently measured & no process in
place to do so. May be possible to estimate this
through the regional tactical analysts who follow
ongoing investigations, query the system, examine
posted documentation.
discussion with tactical analysts and users as well
as police
discussion with tactical users & analysts as well as
police

3. Extent infrastructure improvements
contributed to improved detection/ targeting
4. RCMP knowledge/awareness of
intelligence gathering & investigation
practices, tools, techniques
Otherpossibilities
Survey of end users to determine levels of access, system use, benefits
Some divisions have developed QA guidelines for system use - the organization wants to have a QA process in place by March 03.
Enhance Criminiil-liit^fli^6ii6e,.-S6rvic6 Canadi.X-19C)^
Improved data integrity
audits of ACHS currently underway
Increased participation of provincial & local 0 secondments in place
7 secondments, in place
audits and data entry staff
police forces & law enforcement agencies
availability and sharing of intelligence
usage of the system is very labour intensive
because it is by individual and not agency and
therefore may not be possible to measure. % of
records restricted should be available - target is
improved integration and effectiveness of
national enforcement strategies to disrupt
and dismantle OC
extent upper echelon of organized crime
detected/targeted
Enhance Cent^al Communication Int6reept System-.(CefiCN),:
1. CenCis - # of systems replaced

from interviews following workshops and/or joint
sponsorship sessions
Comparison by coordinators & analysts of what is
in ACHS vs. what is known, gaps
Post-implementation numbers are planned (not yet
implemented; installation will begin Nov 02)
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RMAF indicators
2. Ability to manage intercept material

=

=

=

M

=

M

RCAIY,
Pre-hnpIementati6n
(2000-200i)

rosi-^
legientation
(20,01^14hd n)
637 of workstations
1576 of intercept lines

M

=

M

M

=

=

Availability of data
Post-implementation numbers are planned (not yet
implemented; installation will begin Nov 02)

Otherpossibilities
Faster court decisions - the impact of automated disclosure.
Improved admissibility of evidence - (in past lack of data due to system failure had a negative impact on case results)
% operational requests completed - from special "I" annual report
# of projects supported by intercept monitors - from Special "I" annual report
Enhance undercover operations
1. # police trained (RCMP & other)
132 officers trained
2. # and type of training sessions
2 internet undercover
workshops
major crime undercover
course
cover person workshop
basic undercover course
economic workshop
C-24 training (e.g., on
impact and use of)
3. # criminal organizations (chapters,
not possible to measure - OC groups are never
businesses closed)
closed.
Otherpossibilities
# seizure & # charges and price of contraband - price fluctuations tend to be set in nature are potential replacements for # of criminal organizations closed
increased capacity of backstopping program (from undercover unit)
Participation in international events (units)
Enhance source witness protection
1. # police trained (RCMP & others)
2. RCMP knowledge/awareness levels of
witness recruitment/protection
3. Application of best practices
4. Extent upper echelon detected/targeted
Annexes for Baseline Review: Measures to Combat Organized Crime
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assessed by exam results, accreditations, course
assessments (daily, on completion, 12 to 18
months later)
intend to develop a questionnaire to ask trainees
how they have applied what they have learned,
what is lacking
as part of the review of training effectiveness the
quality of field work will be assessed including
1-1 -f-4:1 atipp aghjg;,gCJ.
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RMAF-indi6tdrs
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Fo st!

Otherpossibilities
increased operational uniformity across country (from audit reports)
participation in international events (from SWP units)
increased capacity of backstopping program (from undercover unit)
Develop capacity DiarnondNflning
1. # police trained (RCMP, other)
0 officers trained
2. & nature of training sessions

data on training is being requested from field - not
sure the extent data has been/will be tracked
data on training is being requested from field - not
sure the extent data has been/will be tracked
development of data base/infrastructure
implementation - partly addressed through # of
finished & unfinished samples received &
ntribution - interviews
not available - would require a database to track.
The diamond profile data base will not track this
type of info
data not being tracked.

0 training sessions delivered

3. extent infrastructure implementation
contributed to improved detection/targeting

4. # investigations/assistance to other law
enforcement agencies
5. extent partnerships, liaisons, resources
contribute to improved detection/targeting
Other possibilities
success of training
increased collaborative program development
.
Impr ove capacity - Economic crime
1. economic crime - # cases processed
2. increase in proportion of EC successfully
investigated
3. #/type of referrals to police resulting in
investigations
4. increased efficiency of complaints
reporting
Support IBET
1. planned/actual expenditures for I[BET
equipment
Other possibilities
Value of seized assets
Hours of use - boat

-Awdlabilify-6f data:

A",^rneni a on, .

PROOF system - # of files opened specifically
related to OC
PROOF system - # files waiting investigation, #
gone to prosecution, # that will not be investigated
PROOF system - # files waiting investigation, #
gone to prosecution, # that will not be investigated
RECOL - web based complaints reporting will
provide some data
$39 M in 01/02

$39 M in 01/02
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RAIAF indicators
Stabilize Pipeline/Convoy/Jetway initiative
# & nature of training sessions delivered

# police officers trained (RCMP, other)

=

=

M

=

=

"RCMP,

. Data Gathered

Pre-Implementation
(2000-2001)

1999
2 Jetway courses
20 Pipeline/Convoy Basic in
12 cities
3 Advanced Cornme ial
Vehicle Training courses in
3 cities
National Pipeline/Convoy
Conference - San Diego Aug 1999
Outlaw Motorcycle Gang
Conference - Toronto October 1999

# interdictions
# seizures (by type of good)
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Post-Impementation
(2QU.'and on)

M

=

M

=

M

=

Availability of data

Cannot provide data on # of people trained, but
will begin tracking this data
Caution around output indicators - e.g. there may
be decreases in seizures if trained officers are
taken off p
I to train others
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T
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TP ph^entfffion
0&*

-0--Atli&

1999
US Funds - $85,750, CDN
Funds - $1,422,519
Marihuana:- In excess of
1925 lbs, Cocaine: - In
excess of 13.646 kg,
Psilocybin: 51 lbs, Hashish:
8.5 kgs
Liquor: 2500 litres+,
Tobacco: 10500 cartons+
steroids: 500 units
warrants: 10
guns/weapons: 25
Cannabis resin: 2.6 kg
I murder suspect
I abducted person located
wealth of intelligence and
numerous stolen vehicles.

# and type of partnerships

.

.--^^- ^

^:

j, -qs^^ p e I^mejatatidfi^^`
'oo

If a - I.
'A-v abA[
ty.o - ata:^ -. ^' - - -^- *:'.:^ : ' ". ..'

Otherpossibilities
Measure changes in awareness of PCJ resulting from increased promotion
RCMP knowledge/awareness of intelligence gathering & investigations techniques - PCJ training includes techniques such as how to handle seizures ofcash
Improved cross border co-ordination & shared training - # of people sent on exchanges could be tracked
Transfer of money seized to proceeds of crime data could be tracked
Lierease Liaison Contingent
1. Extent partnerships, liaisons, resources
This is done during the QA reviews. There is
contribute to improved detection/targeting.
some doubt that this is useful information for the
organization. However the partnerships, liaisons,
and resources within the foreign countries is
essential to operations. It is evident how these
partnerships improve detection and targeting by
providing the information required in the
investigations of OC and other offences. It likely
will not be possible to determine how these
partnerships improve detection and targeting.
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RMAF indicators
2. Quality, availability & sharing of
intelligence

Pre-11inplementatioxi
(2000-2001)1

'^Post4lihpldmehtation
andon)

Limited opportunity to
develop international
cooperation in drug matters
and to take a leadership role
in sharing technical
knowledge.

new investigative techniques

Sporadic and opportunistic.
Limited in scope.

# police trained (RCMP & other)

50 law enforcement officers
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Availability of data

This is normally exan-dned during the QA reviews,
by speaking with partners (e.g., CID, LO partners
abroad, and embassy workers) on the information
that they are receiving from the LOs. RCMP has
already noticed that the increase in LOs has
improved information sharing, contact with
authorities and helps produce more reports.

Enhance international co-operation training and workshops
1. Extent partnerships, liaisons, resources
contribute to improved detection/targeting

M

Development of a
Foreign Drug
Cooperation Program
Plan. Interaction with
partners from key
organizations in Jamaica,
Colombia, Ecuador,
Costa Rica, Panama,
Dominican Republic,
Venezuela, Peru, Chile,
China, Vietnam
Strategic in important
drug supply/transit areas.
Proceeds of crime with
judges and law
enforcement.
Intelligence, Ports and
marine investigations,
controlled deliveries,
community policing,
s

thetic

Requires the assessment of liaison officers in field
& they would need data collection instruments.
Long term impact assessment in development.

Not currently tracked but 2 new techniques related
to port control were identified as resulting from
workshop in Colombia. The workshops are based
on needs assessment and, as a whole, provide
exposure to numerous new techniques. Assessment
surveys and follow-up correspondence

gs.

30 foreign prosecutors
andjudges. 125 foreign
law enforcement
(February to March
2002)

End of workshop assessment. Follow-up
correspondence from foreign organizations. Field
assessment method in development.
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4. # & type of training courses

Da
Pre';-IMplemehtatio
2 Proceeds of Crime
Workshop
Senior Study Tour - China
Material assistance Indonesia and Malaysia
Drug Investigations-Mexico
Observer Attachment
Regional Western
Hemisphere Workshop with
OAS/CICAD

Otherpossibilifies
training not undertaken due to lack of funds - will verify if there is any data
satisfaction survey
I longterm impact
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mp.1
1 Proceeds of Crime
Workshop
I Intelligence workshop
I Regional cooperation
workshop (Ports)
I Regional Community
Policing workshop
(CICAD)
2 presenta tions to
international
, bodies
(Asia and the Pacific)
In progress: Drug
investigations - Vietnam
Controlled deliveries China

-A^vAihLbffft y of'd atjia.
Participants are selected with the input of RCMP
LO. End of workshop assessment.
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Department of Justice Canada
RMAY bddk4
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FPS I - Dedicated prosecutors to advise and assist police / FPS 3 - Establish dedicated organized crime prosecution teams
Caseview is regionally based and owned. Access to the data requires building confidence and trust. Although it is possible to obtain charge information in
Caseview, it is not possible to identify which ca es or charges are related to organized crime
time devoted to pre-charge advice and court
Not captured in caseview. Interviews
applications
required.
volume of Proceeds of Crime related charges
From Caseview'
# successful appeals against conviction
By charge in Caseview'
# stays of prosecution
By charge in Caseview^'
conviction rates
By charge in Caseview' - Problematic for
prosecutors
% cases resulting in guilty pleas
By charge in Caseview'
# active/closed organized crime cases
Available by Charge in Caseview; may be
type active/closed organized crime cases,
available through complexity study
complexity active/closed organized crime
Not from Caseview
cases
location of active/closed organized crime
By region and charge from Caseview"
cases
trends in # court delays/appearances
Not in Caseview; Case study and
interviews of prosecutors
time between laying charges and convictions
Caseview only shows file open date to
conviction date - use interviews
prosecution outcomes
NY- charge in Caseview'
FPS 2 - Development of specialized disclosure units
Time devoted to disclosure
Bowmanville pilot
Timeliness, completeness of disclosure
I'd I/OMUG/OPILL
Bowmanville - Disclosure project brief
# officers
50/114/85
r
Although it is possible to obtain charge information in Caseview, it is not possible to identify which cases or charges are related to organized crime.
2I Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
7

Ibid.
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^X in cabor. S.1
length of investigation
# pages of officers notes for disclosure
Time period of disclosure
Quality of court briefs & disclosure material
Improvements in quality of court briefs
FPS 4 - International Technical Assistance
Timeliness of evidence gathering
Volume of extraditions/seizures, restraint,
forfeiture orders/search warrants
Enforcement of foreign seizures, warrants,
restraint & forfeiture closures in Canada
Timeliness & outcomes of mutual legal
assistance requests (eg extradition, exhibit
loan granted, sending order granted)

Outcomes of extradition hearings (eg transfer
of prisoner granted/denied, sending orders
granted denied)
Policy Development & Research
Development of new legislation/policy

"j) ta"G" , " ere .

-P'

I^Ii

LU

"v^
`6Z
14/17/12
i5OO/2400/3300
3mt 13 mt /6wk/5wk+9wk

-

-< !- . :

Bowmanville - plans to talk to all Crowns
to get feedback on new process.

148 requests to Canada
52 requests from Canada

Approximately 30% of extradition
requests involve organized crime.

120 requests made to Canada
84 requests carried over
36 requests executed
1 12 court orders
2 forfeiture orders
6 search warrants
101 requests made from Canada
81 requests carried over
19 requests executed
I request withdrawn
93 court orders
3 forfeiture orders
5 search warrants

Note: the data is not kept by OC; current
categories include drug charges, money
laundering.

Data on the outcomes of these requests is
not available.
Can document what legislation has been
implemented
CLPS will monitor
3 year review will examine the result of
implementing 25.1 -to 25.4
DOJ to call a meeting of WG in
September to clarify what has been done,
what is left, priorities

Review of Charter challenges
Use ofBill C-24 provisions - section 25.1 to
25.4
# & % of National Agenda items addressed
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RMAF indicat.ors
Legislative Training & Consultations
# of people trained
# & % of police, prosecutors, judges
trained/informed (C24)
# training sessions
Nature of training & information sessions

M

M

=

D
Tre-^_Iiiiphe"qkt^oir
00.06^
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6 - Limited justification
1 - C24/3 6 legislation train the trainer
Judicial briefings

=

=

=

=

M

AvaHAWN -da

It may not be possible to reconstruct past
data but the intent is to gather these data
more systematically in the future
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Correctional Service of Canada
,

" ^-r.

,.

,

In tatofs,.. ......
Establish a Centralized Intelligence Unit at NH
1. CSIU staffing of unit
2. Partnerships - ACIIS membership
3. Extent partnerships, liaisons, resources
contribute to improved detection/targeting
4. Power to delay parole
5. Implementation of 12 software & secure
network drive
6. CISC - # secondment arrangements
International liaison - # cases processed
8. # security incidents in institutions
9. # incidents prevented in penitentiaries due to
intelligence & information sharing

"^"' --' rxedW"f,"81
t.'^.

ti

-0-41at'

60
0
0

5
0

Did not exist

Not complete

0

0

79

10. # of institutional incidents detected/prevented
11. Extent & impact of secondment arrangements,
partnerships, liaisons, resources on detection and
targeting
12. # new/restarted investigations
13. #/type (ec crime etc) of referrals to police
resulting in investigations (source - CSC
intelligence, RCMP new intelligence
resources/liaisons, infrastructure fixes, etc)
14. Organized crime case arrests, charges, charges
cleared
15. # offices that have IPSO files on sites
0
Otherpossibilities
Organized crime suspensions laid and nature of suspensions
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This is currently not measured. This
indicator is very similar to #11.
Unclear what this means.

Not certain what this means
It is not possible to determine how
intelligence and information sharing attribute
prevention of security incidences.
This indicator is very similar to # 10
Need data for 2000-2001
This indicator is very similar to # 9.
This is not currently measured. Not certain
how this can be measured This indicator is
very similar to # 3.
This information is not tracked.
This is not being measured. Not sure how
this can be measured.
This does not apply to CSC
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ANmx C. DATA SOURCES

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1111 11'Eal

uIr

I

-"Zl^ T-1--' 1-,"^;

Royat Canadian Mounted.Police
'R
R^CCMP Departmental Performance
Report^ for the period ending March
31,2001.

h=://www.rcmR-jzrc.gc . .ca/dpL/RerformanceO Lhtin

Table I

RCMP website (Criminal
Intelligence Program)

hgp://www.rcmR-erc.jzc.ca/crim int/drugs

Table 2-3

PhoneBusters Website

hLtp://www.12honebusters.com/EnWStatistics/canada stat
sl 2001.html

Table 4

Annual Report on the Use of
Criminal Surveillance (1999)

hm.-//www.sgc.gc.ca/EPub/Pol/eESurvefflanceA-R99/eE
SurveillanceAR99.htin

Table 5-9

2002 OPP Business Plan
Orr
CSC Gang Management Statistics

btip://www.opD.ca/

Table 10- 11

777

"T

Criminal Intelligence Unit, CSC

Table 12-13

Correctional Service of Canada
Performance RepoM for the period
ending March 31, 2001.
(if

httv://www.cscscc.gc.ca/text/vublicsubiect e.shtinl#strategicdocuments

Table 14-15

Preliminary Results of the
Prosecution Case Complexity
Survey. Department of Justice
Canada, August 1998.

Evaluation Group, DOJ

n/a

Available statistics on national
policy priorities and emerging
issues identified in the national
Agenda to Combat OC. Department
of Justice Canada, June 2002.

Research and Statistics Division, DOJ

Table 16-17

Mid-Term Review, Toronto
Disclosure Pilot Project

Evaluation Group, DOJ

n/a

I

Other Documents Reviewed

I

Criminal Inteffigence Service of Canada. Organized Crime in Canada: 2000 Annual Report.

I

Deputy Ministers Steering Committee on Organized Crime. Pie National Agenda to Combat
Organized Crime: Interim Report, September 2000.

I

Deputy Ministers Steering Committee on Organized Crime. The National Agenda to Combat
Organized Crime: Annual Report, September 200 1.

I

I

Solicitor General Canada. Organized Crime Impact Study, 1998.
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Solicitor General Canada, Department of Justice Canada, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and
Correctional Service of Canada. Results-based Management andAccountability Framework
(RAdAF): Measures To Combat Organized Crime. February 2002.
Solicitor General Canada. Treasury Board Submission for Funding for Measures to Combat
Organized Crime.
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
E
I
I
I
I
I
I

Table 1.

Data from the RCMP Departmental Performance Report (2000-2001)

I - Reduction

I

in the Economic
Incentives for
Enterprise Crime
Priority 2 Contribution to a
Reduction in
Smuggling and
Contraband
Distribution

Priority 3 Contribution to a
Reduction in Migrant
Smuggling

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
-1

Priority 4 Contribution to a
Decline in the Supply
of and Demand for
Illi c it Drugs

Priority 5 Contribution to a
Reduction in Economic
Crime

Priority 7 - Enhanced
Quality of Criminal
Intelligence and
Information
Priority 22 - Advanced
Training, Research and
Information Services

6utputs
$23.6 million in seizures by all IPOC and satellite units
$10 . 7 million in revenue collected
$353,433 imposed in fines
$55 million in "referrals" for investigation to law enforcement agencies and to CCRA
544 individuals and 10 companies charged
$65.6 million in total seizures, including: $45.9 million of tobacco products (of which
$43.2 million were ascertained forfeitures), $3.25 million in liquor products (of which
$3 million were ascertained forfeitures),3 15 stills, $3.8 million in jewellery, $5.7
million in illegal drugs, $400,000 in conveyances
872 charges laid, $200.9 million in fines levied, $1.5 million in revenues collected,
and $193.5 million worth of referrals to other law enforcement agencies for
investigation
screened approximately 1, 174 applicants from Eastern Europe and Asia fitting profiles
of persons tied to organized crime, past criminal activities, and terrorist links who
were referred by CIC
removed a total of 80 high risk persons arrested acioss the country
escorted 25 immigration related prisoners to other countries
undertook 801 smuggling related cases
seized 1,227 fraudulent travel or identity documents
deterred 323 inadmissible migrants from entering Canada
value of items seized was in excess of 19 million dollars
47,450 drug offences were investigated
drugs with a street value of $924 million were seized including: $87 million in heroin
(173 kilograms); $234 million in cocaine (2.3 tonnes); $448 million in cannabis and
$155 million in other drugs
over $1 billion in drugs was seized in other countries as a result of major drug
investigations in which we participated
the number of participants in drug awareness programs at the community level such as
Aboriginal Shield and Drugs and the Workplace continued to increase across the
country, with continued growth in the DARE program
investigations involving Fraudulent Bankruptcy: $1.6 billion
Computer Crime: $10.3 million
payment Card Crime: $203 million
national Interest Fraud: $3.2 billion
Securities Fraud: $1.4 billion
the Central Bureau for Count^rfeit examined 95,000 counterfeit Canadian BankNotes
and 9,500 counterfeit American BankNotes with a combined value of over $5 million
delivered advanced criminal intelligence training courses, criminal extremism courses
and approximately 70 intelligence workshops
conducted 1,327 Security Offences threat assessments pertaining to Canadian and
foreign dignitaries and 984 pre-appointment background checks on prospective
government appointments
trained 5% of Canada's police population by offering 119 sessions of 36 different
courses, as well as conferences, seminars and workshops

Available at: hLtp://www.rgmp-Uc.gc.ca/dPL_
//perfonnance0l.htm
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I

Table 2.

RCMIP Drug Seizures in Canada: 1993- 2001 (Weight in kg)

95
105
168
74
89,
83
88
heroin
153
85
128
2,604
2,090
1,783
cocaine
2,731
7,915
1,544
3,110
1,116
1 i5l.
10=
68,496
.703
ecstasy
1,221
400,000 2,069,709
1,871,627
.8 0
17,234 7
29,598
23,829 7
28,746
21,703
marihuana
7,314
6,472
5,500
50,
marihnnna 238,601
295,999
675,863 689,239 1,025,808 954,781 1,102,198 1,367,321
288,578
(# plants) I
21,504
6,477
6,677
25,155
6,118
15,924
21,973
hashish
56,721
36,614
852
397
liquid
805
824
1,240
669
659
663
434
hashish
Source: ba://www:xmp-Sm.gc.ca/crim int/drugs 2001 ehtm#drugs

I

I

I

I

I

Table 3.

Foreign Seizures Related To Canada
I

cocaine

2000
2 kg
1,614 kg

2,676 kg

ecstasy

227,492 units

234,000 units

hashish
liquid hashish

19,960 kg
61 kg

253 kg
7 kg

heroin

19 kg

marihuana . - 1, 102 kg

money

3,224 kg

I US$ 1,475,187

I

I

I

US$ 1,400,000

Source: httD://www.E=-erc.gc.ca/crim int/drug 2001 ehtm#dmgs

I

Table 4.

Telemarketing Prize Occurrences, 2001
I

Ontario
British Columbia
All
Alberta
7
7
Manitoba
B
^11a
-0C(olunI
A
Saskatchewan
Unknown
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Newfoundland
Prince Edward Island
Northwest Territories
Quebec
Yukon

405
91
61
43
37
1
21
18
13
2
0
26
1

80
27
28
20
19
0
1
3
2
1
0
6
0

485
118
89
63
56
1
22
21
15
3
0
32
1

207,777
167,097
124,063
33,852
99,175
0
3,000
3,685
47
200,000
0
9,819
0

I

I

I

I

1
1 187
1 906
Total
1 719
$848,515
Source: PhoneBusters Website hn://www.phonebustm.com/Enz/Statisfics/canada stats]. --2001.html
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I

I

I

I

Table 5.

^^eo Applica ti on

I

I

I

I

Applications for Authorization/Renewal of Electronic Surveillance (1999)

ade

ppPc-a,
Gxantt&

Audio (Max 60 days)
137
137
Video (Max 60 days)
5
5
Renewal (Tracked in 60 day increments)
4
4
Emergency Audio (Max 36 hours)
3
3
^mergency Video (Max 36 hours)
0
0
ITotal
149
149
1
Source: Annual Report on the Use of Criminal Survefflance(1999)
h=://www.sp-c.p-c.ca/EPub/Pol/eESurveillanceAR99/eESurveillanceAR99.htm

Table 6.

io, .

VS

60
60
61-120
36
0
1

Number of Authorizations by Class of Place (1999)

I

I

I

I

Source: Annual Report on the Use of Criminal Surveillance(1999)
hM://www.sgc.gc.ca/EPub/Pol/eESurveillanceAR99/eESurvefflanceAR99.htm

Table 7.

Methods of Interception in Each Authorized Interception (1999)

I

I

Telecommunication
736
Microphone
47
Video
II
Other
885,
9
,Total
879
Source: Annual Report on the Use of Criminal Surveillance(1999)
btt,p://www.sgc.p,c.ca/EPub/Pol/eESurveillanceAR99/eESurveillanceAR99.htm

771

Table 8.
I

I

I

I

Other Info from Annual Report (1999)

9 versons arrested/authorized interceDtion

J# persons against whom proceedings were begun by the AG
# persons not identified in authorization against whom proceedings were begun by AG
# criminal proceedings begun where interteption was cited in evidence/& # resulting in
conviction
# notifications given by SGC to persons who were the subject of interceptions
# prosecutions commenced against officers, servants of Crown, or CF members for
unlawfW interceotions or disclosure of lawful intercet)tions
Source: Annual Report on the Use of Criminal Surveillance(1999)
htM://www.sgc.gc.ca/EPub/Pol/eESurveillanceAR99/eESurvefflanceAR99.htin
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I

Table 9.

Offences Specifled in Authorizations (1999)

Controlled Drugs &
Substances Act

Trafficking
Possession of narcotic for Wafficking
Imp
g & exporting
Possession for purpose of exporting
Production
Possession of property obtained by designated substance offences
Laundering proceeds of designated substance offences
Narcotic Control Act Trafficking
Possession for purpose of trafficking
Importing & exporting
Possession of property obtained by certain offences
Laundering proceeds of certain offences
Export & Import
Export or attempt to export
Permits Act
Import or allempt to import
Food & Drugs Act
i^ IRc
Idng (controlled drugs)
Possession of property obtained by trafficidng in controlled drugs
Laundering proceeds of trafficIdng in controlled drugs
Trafficldng (restricted drugs)
Possession of property obtained by trafficidng in restricted drugs
Laundering proceeds of trafficking in restricted drugs
Customs Act
False statements
glattempting to smuggle goods into Canada
Sm
Possession of property obtained by smuggling
Laundering proceeds of smuggling
xcise Act
Possession of property obtained by excise offences
Laundering proceeds of excise offences
Unlawful disfiffittion.
Unlawfid selling of spirits
Unlawful manuflicture of tobacco products
Unlawful packaging or stamping
Unlawful possession or sale of manufactured tobacco or cigars
Immigration Act
Organizing entry into Canada
Criminal Code
Forgery etc
Possession of a prohibited weapon
Murder
Uttering death threats
Assault with a weapon or causing bodily harm
Aggravated assault
Kidnapping
Tlieft
Possession of counterfeit credit card
Robbery
Extortion
Criminal interest rate
Break & enter
Possession of property obtained by crime
Uttering a forged document
Annexes for Baseline Review: Measures to Combat Organized Crime
Solicitor General Canada

I
135
124
79
6
30
122
103
7
7
7
0
0
0
0
na
na
na
na
na
na
6
II
II
7
10
10
0
II
0
0
8
0
I
0
0
0
I
0
0
2
I
I
0
0
0
8
2
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

aundering; proceeds of counterfeit money
mpted conspiracy
ounseling conspiracy
onspiracy
Participating in a criminal organization

I

I

I

Total
Source: Annual Report on the Use of Criminal Surveillance (1999)
hM://www.sgc.gc.ca/EPub/Pol/eESurveillanceAR99/eESurveillanceAR99.htm

Table 10.

Ontario Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs Summary of Charges

I

I

I

I

I

I

9
27
26
143
24
939

602

Violence
Weavons

1004

726
I
Obstruction
112
Consvirac
33
Release Violations
381
Other Criminal Codes
377
Fraud
151
Prostitution
19
Blegal. Gambling
4
Property ffences
1083
Counterfeit Currenc
5
Total
4498
Source 2002 OPP Business Plan - httv://www.opp.ca/
Criminal Organization

Table 11.

Proceeds of Crime (OPP)

I

I

I

I

I

Source 2002 OPP Business Plan - httv://www.opp.ca/

Table 12.

Organized Crime Offenders in Institutions

# offenders within CSC identified with OC/gangs
1,426
% of institutional population identified
7.30%
% of communitv vovulation identified
6.20%
Source: CSC Gang Management Statistics (Sa-dwgic Intelligence Report)

I

I
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I

Table 13.

List of Gang Types in Institutions

I

Aboriginal-based
Asian-based
Caribbean-based
East European-based
Italian-based
Motorcycle Gangs
Youth Gangs
I White Supremacist
Source: CSC Gang Management Statistics (Sft-ategic Intefligence Report)

Table 14.

I

I

I

Major Security Incidents and Assaults on Inmates in Institutions

Major S!Murlt.Y Mai
Uor^,A ulti
ear
In,
n/a
119 91/1992
,
100
1992/1993
52
94
101
1993/1994
56
1994/1995
58
95
1995/1996
54
87
1996/1997
76
45
1997/1998
45
83
1998/1999
66
31
1999/2000
85
43
79
2000/2001
54
Source: CSC Performance Report (Mar 200 1) - httR://www.esc=
scc.gc.qghpWpublicsubiect e.shtml#sU-dWgJcdocuments

Table 15.

I

I

I

I

I

Seizures firom CSC Institutions
Seizu re,

1^/97

I

^oww^ ^Akl

97199

Miscellaneous pills

2397

3310

095

1894

2979

Cocaine (grams)

179.6

101.5

105.8

159.7

355.4

Opiates (grams)

213.4

100.7

191.6

163.9

245.4

9921.8
16!cohol and brew (litres)
5441.5
5749.3
5062.4
^MC (grams)
1 2181.7 1 5287.9 1
Source: CSC Performance Report (Mar 2001) - htti)://www.cscm
scc.2c.ca/text/publicsubiect e.shtraWstratezicdocuments

I

12216.5
8245.6
1 5T45-. -4--78013.7 1

I

I

I

I

I
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Table 16.

Criminal Organization Offence: Cases Heard with at least one or more
section 467.1 (C-95) charge by disposition, 1997/98 to 1999/00

Total cases heard
12
13
Guilty
5
5
Prison
5
5
Probation
Fine
Other
Other
5
3
Stay^Withdraw
2
5
Source: Adult Criminal Court Survey, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics*

Table 17.

76
19
13
I
3
2
56

Criminal Organization Offence: Total 467.1 (C-95) charge by disposition,
1997/98 to 1999/00
E1011

Total cases heard
12
16
Guilty
5
Other
2
Stay-Withdraw
7
14
Source: Adult Criminal Court Survey, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics*

86
6
3
77

The above data were extracted from the Adult Criminal Court Survey (ACCS), maintained by the Canadian
Centre for Justice Statistics. The data represent cases heard in which there were one or more 467.1 charge(s)
(criminal organization offence) disposed of by the court. Furthermore, these data are based on Bin C-95
(enacted in 1997) and not the current participation in criminal organization offences (i.e., 467.11, 467.12, and
467.13) stemming from Bill C-24 enacted in December 200 1.
The Adult Criminal Court Survey represents approximately 80% of all cases disposed of by provincial courts.
Approximately 140 municipal courts in Quebec are not yet reporting to the survey (20% of its caseload). New
Brunswick, Manitoba and British Columbia do not report to the Adult Criminal Court Survey.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

Am-ax D. LIST OF PEOPLE CONTACTED

I

List of People Contacted
Susan Mickus
Evaluation Manager
284 Wellington
East Memorial Building 5147
Tel: 952-3594
Paul Wheatley
Deputy Director, Evaluation Division
284 Wellington
East Memorial Building 5155
Tel: 954-2260
Don Beardall
Anti-Organized Crime Coordinator
Strategic Prosecution Policy Section
284 Wellington
East Memorial Building 2064
Tel: 952-0353
don.beardaU@justice.gc.ca
Croft Michaelson
Dir & Sr General Counsel
Strategic Prosecution Policy Section
(416) 952-7261
croft.michaelson@justice.gc.ca
Damir Kukec
Research and Statistics Division
284 Wellington
East Memorial Building 6080
Tel: 941-4166
dam lcukec&ustice.&c.ca,

I
Bill Bartlett
Counsel, Criminal Law Policy
294 Wellington
East Memorial Building 5061
Tel: 957-4701
willianLbartlengustice.gc.ca
David Littlefield
Department of Crim *nal Prosecutions
Tel: (416) 973-9079
Shawn Scromeda
Counsel, Crimonal Law Policy Section
284 Wellington
East Memorial Building 5064
Tel: 957-0199
shawn.scromeda@justice.gc.ca
Alain Trembley
Executive Services
Tel: 941-9333

I

I

I

I

Tom Beveridge
Director, International Assistance Group
957-4758

I

I

I

Julie Keravel
Dir Security Information & Emergency Management
340 Laurier West
Tel: 996-3622
keraveljg@csc-scc.,qc.ca
Debbie Steele
Sr Policy Analyst
Organized Crime Police & Coordination
340 Laurier West (10dfl)
Tel: 990-2715
steeled(a)sgc.gc.ca
Joan Fisher
Senior Policy Analyst
Organized Crime Policy & Coordination Division
340 Laurier West
993-6638
fished@sgc.gc.ca

I

I
Alan Swaine
Sr Policy Analyst
Corrections Directorate
340 Laurier West (10* fl)
Tel: 991-2802
swainea@sgc.gc.ca
Karen Kastner
Law Enforcement Division
340 Laurier West (I Oh fl)
(613) 991-3223
kamnek@sgc.gc.ca
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Bruce Wallace
A/Senior Policy Analyst, Anti-organized Crime
Division
340 Laurier West (I Oh fl)
990-3969
wallacb(&,s c.gc.ca
Cpl. Garry Belair
National Crime Databank
1200 Vanier Parkway
993-8348
garry.belair@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Supt. Doug Lang
CenCIS H
993-2986
1426 St. Joseph Blvd
doug.lang@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Insp. Francois Villeneuve
Undercover Operations
1200 Vanier Parkway
990-6401
Insp. Alphonse MacNeil
Pipeline/Convoy/Jetway
1200 Vanier Pwy
993-1094
alphonse.macneil@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Insp. John Slitter
Economic Crime
1200 Vanier Parkway
Tel: 998-6054
john.sliter@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
S/Sgt. Normand Boucher
International Co-operation
1200 Vanier Parkway
998-6093
n.boucher@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Dr. Don Loree
OIC Research & Evaluation Branch
Community, Contract & Aboriginal Policing Services
RCMP
993-3128

Bill Hubble
Criminal Intelligence Service Canada
1200 Vanier Pwy, Nicholson Bld, 3rd floor
993-9935
whubble@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
SgL Mark Evans
Undercover Operations
1200 Vanier Parkway
998-8386
mark.evans@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
S/SgL Hugues Joanis
Source Witness Protection
1200 Vanier Parkway
Tel: 998-6072
huguesJoanis(Z0crnp-grc.gc.ca
Supt. Ken Hansen
Diamond Initiative
1200 Vanier Parkway
993-8445
ken.hansen@rc^nLgrc.gc.ca
Cpl. Earl Smith'
113ET
1200 Vanier Pwy
993-8315
earle.e.smith(q)rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Insp. Pat Teolis
International Liaison Officers
1200 Vanier Pwy
993-8300
patteolis@,rcmp-grc.gc.ca

I

I

I

I

I

I

' Has now been replaced byInsp. Jean-Yves Lemoine
993-1168
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ANNEx E. IWEDIMENTS TO IMPLEMENTATION

I

Impediments to Implementation
Impedimen

tr

I

K

_W_ RCM1PjCSC ,DOJ SG%_j

ff!
3
ding/go-ahead
for iinplementation of initiative received late in
001/02
ompeting organizational priorities (e.g., events of September 11, 200 1) resulting in
in organizational focus
ufficient flinding received for initiative / cost of initiative under-estimated in MC
oncerns regarding cost-sharing with multiple stakeholders
cturing/re-organization/change in command or management , either internally
r in partner organizations
Lack of supporttcooperation/buy^.-in/champion (internal or external) resulting in
delayed
ision-making/implementation
Inadequately A-based, or operating at a deficit even before demands of OC file
Lack of specific legislative provisions and accordingly lack of specific business-line
to support sub-initiative

7"lefigthy staffing proc-esse%"p,&fi bilywbewdei
kions,f&.-'JjbbC7--^^_4
on & category are required
cult contracting processes
to second people from outside NCR for short term, particularly given
am uncertainty beyond 5th year of fimding
31 Insufficient human resources and/or limited pool from which to draw new recruits/
Iwo hires/candidates for training
guage
ag and/or security considerations in staffing further limits pool of potential
7
kr
of space to accommodate additional personnel
!L!
itional fatigue
e-allocation of ft-ained personnel
tquip^ient/vehi6li^'design^Aav^s,
Not all stakeholders equipped with necessary hardware/software/technical support
"Bugs" in new systems being developed - require time to test and resolve
Difficult to meet bandwidth requirements
Software applications/programs not user-friendly
.0 Hesitancy to convert to/use/support new software systems, databases, or computer
U applications
Lack of critical mass of data and/or data entry not occurring quickly enough to
sumort shift to new system
Files appropriate for pilot difficult to find
Absence of standard defined by legislation

X

X

X
X

I

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

L,

X

X

I

I

X

I

I
X

X
X
X
X
X

I

I

Z

X

X
X

I

I

I
X

I

X
I

X
X

I

I
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I

I

I

I

I

ANNEX F. INTERVIEW TOOLS
Interview Guide
Background:

I

I

I

I

As part of the submission to Treasury Board for funding for the Measures to Combat Organized
Crime Initiative, it was agreed that annual progress reports and a comprehensive evaluation
report in year three and five would be made to an oversight committee, the Assistant Deputy
Ministers Public Safety Committee. The four participating organizations have determined that a
baseline review of their progress in implementing the initiatives; their readiness to undertake an
evaluation; and the identification of any baseline data related to the results of the initiatives
would provide usefal information to the departments.
The following interview guide and the attachments will be used to gather information for the
baseline review. Please note: Not all questions and attachment information will be pertinent to
all interviewees.

I

Overview:
I

I

I

1. Please provide an overview of the initiative in which you are involved and your role in it.
2. To what extent is the initiative new versus an enhancement to an existing initiative or
ongoing operations?
Implementation of the initiatives:

I

3. Please describe the progress to date in implementing this initiative. (Refer to the list of
initiatives for key milestones.) You may want to think about the following:
a. Progress against plans and milestones,
b. What activities have been completed or are underway
c. Progress in hiring,
d. Spending,
e. Projected fiffl implementation date

I

4. What obstacles, if any, have been encountered in implementing the initiative?
a. What has been the impact on implementation?

I

I

I

I

I
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Evaluation Readiness

I

5. Do you have, or are you planning, any ongoing data gathering with respect to this initiative?
a. What data are beingtwill be gathered?
b. What systems are in place to facilitate this?
C. Please provide samples of the current data being gathered and reported.
d. What are the barriers to data gathering?
6. Is your organization planning to undertake any special studies or research to examine the
impact of any of the measures being implemented? For example:
a. Training effectiveness;
b. Before/after studies;
c. Impact studies.
7. For those initiatives that are an enhancement to an existing initiative or ongoing operations,
how difficult will it be separate the results of the enhancement from the results of the
ongoing operations or existing initiative.

I

I

I

I

I

8. The Results based management framework has identified ongoing data activities for the
initiative. Referring to the attachment - Draft Summary of Indicators by Specific Data
Source or Methodology - Ongoing Performance Measurement:
a. Please identify what your organization is doing to collect this data,
b. Potential problems with specific data collection.

I

9. In your opinion, is your organization prepared for. an evaluation? What does your unit need
to do in order to be prepared for evaluations in 200? and 200?

I

I

I

Existing Baseline Data
10. How does your organization measure the impact of its ongoing activities against organized
crime? What baseline data is there to support this.
a. What is the source?
b. What are the strengths and weakness of the existing information?
C. What gaps exist?
d. Please provide samples of the baseline data and reports

I

I

I

Recommendations
I

11. Are there others we should speak to regarding:
a. Implementation of the initiative,
b. Data gathering,
c. Availability of baseline information.

I

I
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Matrix of Organized Crime Initiatives
This matrix was developed using the Treasury Board submission for the Measures to Combat Organized Crime. This matrix presents
all of the organized crime initiatives of the four departments, including allocated funding, planned FTEs, and expected results.

Update the National Crime Data Bank
(NCDB) data base, replace software
no longer manufactured
- NCDB stores, collates, retrieves
criminal information and intelligence
Improve support to the Criminal
Intelligence Service Canada (CISC)
including the input of data to and
maintenance of the Automated
Criminal Intelligence Information
System (ACIIS)

Enhancing an
existing tool

• $1.6M over 5 years
• $1.2M to roll out new intranet platform in
2001/02;
• $.10M annually from 2003 onto maintain

Enhancing an
existing
service and
tool

• $9M over 5 years
• $1.8M annually for 4 staff;
* 2 strategic intelligence analysts
* I ACIIS support office
* I organized crime officer
• undertake up to 9 secondment arrangements
with provinces and local Police forces, for
expertise, and for support for data entry

- CISC promotes inter-agency cooperation and intelligence sharing and
relies on the timely input of data in
ACITS
Roll out and maintain an updated
version of Central Communication
Intercept System (CenCis)
System to handle intercepted
information.

Enhancement
to an existing
system

$35.7 million over 5 years
* $9.3 M in 2000/02
* $9.16M in 2002/03
* $7.3M in 2003/04
* $5.07M in 2004/05
* $4.87 from 2005/06 on
Hire staff - "intercept monitors and
technologists"- No indication of # of staff to
be hired
Upgrade system (Unclear if the funds cover
the costs of development and the
maintenance of the existing system?
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Maintain integrity of stored data
Improve electronic information management
Enhance collating and dissemination of
information and intelligence
0

timely input of data in ACIIS
ACIIS system maintenance
Improve data integrity
Improve ability to evaluate the impacts of
enforcement activities
Increase participation of provincial and local
police forces and law enforcement agencies
Increase creation and use of multi-disciplinary
investigative teams
Improve integration and effectiveness of
national enforcement strategies to disrupt and
dismantle organized criplegroups
Increase RCh11P capacity to manage intercepted
material
Provide for automatic disclosure (unclear) that
will reduce overall (per line) operating cost
Reduce the loss of key intelligence and
evidence

Project Number 560-0156

Enhance undercover operations

Enhancement
to existing
activity

0

Enhanced source witness protection

Enhancement
to existing
activity

0

31 witness protection coordinators
located across Canada involved in
training, auditing, monitoring the
Source Witness

0
0

$5.8M over 5 years
* $ 1 M in 2001/02
* $1.2M in 2002/3 and on
5 FTEs for undercover operations
develop & implement a more sophisticated
backstopping program for covert operations;
research new undercover techniques and use
this to develop & implement.new
undercover approaches & techniques;
develop HR strategy to recruit and train new
operators
update & expand training material
$7.05 over 5 years
• $1.25M in 0 1/02
• $1.45M in 02/03 and on
8 FFEs for agent recruiting and handling
for RCMP and other law enforcement
agencies
more training, auditing, monitoring

more timely response to clients and partners
better targeting of the upper echelon of
organized crime groups
enhanced capacity to disrupt and dismantle
organized crime groups
better training and procedures will limit
exposure to civil liability.
Increased expertise and resources will facilitate
targeting

•
•
•
•
•

Develop capacity to address
organized crime associated with the
diamond mining industry

New

$1.35M over 5 years
o $.27M in 2001/02 and on
1 FTE to begin developing a diamondprofiling database collaboratively with
producers
apply a crime prevention strategy and risk
assessment to diamond industry
maximize existing partnerships
provide investigative assistance and training
for law enforcement partners & RCMP
work with RCMP jewellery units
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keep up with work load that is increasing
proportionally with increase in organized crime
investigations
increased capacity to train law enforcement
agencies
increased capacity to target upper echelons of
crime groups
enhanced capacity to disrupt and dismantle
organized crime groups
increased ability to evaluate risk and protect
employees of the criminal justice system &
witnesses from intimidation and retaliation
contribute to prevention of diamond related
crime
contribute to preventing organized crime from
infiltrating sector
protect federal royalties & corporate taxes
increase international cooperation
develop the first international diamond
database for law enforcement and crime
protection
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Enhance RCMP capacity to respond
to economic crime
1998 study indicated that RCMP has
little capacity to respond to demand of
national and international EC crime
cases requiring investigation.

M

Enhancement
to existing
activities

M

M

=

=

^ = M ^ = M M =

$9.56 M over 5 years
0 $1.88 in 01/02 to 04/05
0 $2.04M after 04/05
14 FTEs - new investigators and
investigational support
develop web-based complaints reporting

0
•
•
•
•
•

Support the existing Integrated Border
Enforcement Teams in
BC/Washington (5 FTEs) and
NB/Maine (3FTEs)
IBET is a proven concept in fighting
cross border crime providing a
comprehensive enforcement response
along unmanned border and coastline
Stabilize Pipeline/Convoy/Jetway
initiative
National initiative with 2 FTEs who
deliver 4 specific training courses to
law enforcement partners on Canada
and USA. They produce a national
newsletter every 5 weeks, collect
statistical data from the review of
court seizures and court reports and
identify national trends

Enhancement
to existing
activity

$1.93M over 5 years
o $39 M in 01/02 & on
specialized equipment and communications
equipment

Enhancement
to existing
initiative

$1.85M over 5 years
o S.39M in 01/02 and on
2 FTEs for the Pipeline/Convoy/ Jetway
program
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase the proportion of economic crimes
successfully investigated
increased efficiency of complaints reporting
increase the opportunity for greater integration
of national and international enforcement of
telemarketing fraud
RCUT will be able to exercise its leadership
role in strategic partnerships
Enhanced efficiency of economic profiling
Operational units will be more efficient and
able to take on more cases
Protect communities
Enhance p osecution of offenders
improve overall effectiveness of specific
projects
stabilize existing units
improve Canada's participation in border
protection strategy with US partners.

more stable program
improved national co-ordination
increased regional training capacity
more consistent training across law
enforcement community
improved cross border coordination
stronger domestic intelligence network
increased seizure of illicit goods

Project Number 560-0156

Increase the contingent of liaison
officers
RCM[P has 30 liaison officers, % in
developing countries

Enhancement
to existing
operations

0
0
0

Enhance training and workshops
given as part of international cooperation activities
RCMP provides assistance through
training programs, executive study
tours and material assistance to drug
source and transit countries to
stimulate cooperation and increase the
effectiveness of transnational
investigations.

Launch of Federal Prosecution
Strategy (FPS)
The Federal Prosecution Service is
the only prosecuting authority in
Canada with a national mandate and
presence. Many of the crimes
identified in the National Agenda fidl
under the jurisdiction of the FPS of
the DOJ.

$7.66M over 5 years
• $1.9M in 0 1/02
• $1.44M in 02/03 and on
5 liaison officers for Beijing, Vienna,
Jamaica, The Hague, Madrid
liaison officers would assist Canadian
investigators in collecting evidence in
foreign jurisdictions and gather intelligence
on organized crime activities
$1.25M over 5 years
• $.25M in 01/02 & on
Deliver regional drug enforcement
workshops for law enforcement agencies
• In the Americas with other organizations
including the Organization of American
States (OAS) and the United Nations
International Drug Control Program
(UNDCP)
• International Observer Attachment
Program (IOAP) workshops in Canada
for foreign agencies of source & transit
countries
• Drug enforcement workshops in targeted
countries
Senior Ex Studv Tours

Enhance
existing
training
activities

•

New
resources for
FPS

$37.55M over 5 years on 4 components:
Dedicated prosecutors to advise and assist
police
• Establishment of disclosure units
• Organized Crime prosecution teams
• Provide international technical assistance
Resources may be re-allocated to other
components of the Federal Prosecution Strategy
as need dictate

•
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0

more extensive and better integrated
intelligence network
increased early detection of off shore organized
crime before they reach Canada

•

Improve intelligence and investigative
capacities in source countries
Increase international cooperation to deal with
problems that transcend Canadian borders.

•

Enhance the effectiveness of organized crime
investigations and ensuing prosecutions
Enhance the integrity of evidence gathering
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FPS - component I
Dedicated prosecutors to advise and
assist police

New

FPS - component 2
Development of specialized
disclosure units

New

FPS - component 3
Establish dedicated organized crime
prosecution teams

New

0
0
0
0

FPS - component 4
International technical assistance

Enhancement
of existing

0
0

Canada currently cooperates with
other countries in mutual legal
assistance and participates in the G8
Lyon Group
Policy development and research

New

0
0
0
0
*

M

^ = = M = M = M M =

$1.69M for 12 FTEs in 0 1/02
$1.68M 12 FTEs in 02/03
$2.77M 22 FTEs in 03/04
$3.19M 27 FTEs in 04/05 and on
Confirm type of FTEs and if 27 is the total
$1.32M in 0 1/02 and on
18.5 FIrEs

$1.2M for 8.5 FTEs in 0 1/02
$2.38M for 17 FTEs in 02/03
$2.97M for 21 FTEs in 03/04
$4.72M for 38 FTEs in 04/05 and on
$ for O&M - hardware, software , travel ,
security - How much?
Confirm type of FTEs and if 38 is the total
S. 19M for I FTE in 0 1/02
$.27M for 2.5 FTEs in 02/03
$.44M for 3.5 FTEs in 1/4
$.77M for 6 FTEs in 04/05 and on
Provide training and technical assistance to
foreign jurisdictions? Is this a new activity?)
Sustain participation in G8 Lyon Group
$9.37M over 5 years
• $1.86M for 13.5 FTEs in 01/02
• $1.86M for 13.5 FrEs in 02/03
• $1.75M for 13.5 FTEs in 03/04
• $1.95M for 13.5 FTEs in 04/05 &
on
establish a dedicated team to complete the
parliamentary phase of Bill C-24, do
legislative training of the elements of the
Bill and to work on successive phases of
policy development & legislative proposals
needed to complete the National Agenda
(explanation)
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Early integration of legal counsel into the
investigation to provide advice
Timely advice to investigators on gathering
evidence, obtaining wan-ants , wiretaps
Manage the, evidence gathered in investigations
of organized crime
Assist in ensuring that disclosure requirements
are met
(Will they review the evidence?)
Establish dedicated teams of experienced
prosecutors

support additional extradition and mutual legal
assistance demands
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Legislative consultations and training

New
With Sol
Gen

Establish a Centralized Intelligence
Unit at NHQ

New

Enhance partnership arrangement
with Akwesasne Mohawk police
A protocol signed in Oct 1999 (now
expired) between the RCMP & AMP
allows 2 officers from each force to
work together to investigate cross
border crime

$5.23M over 5 years
0
$1.24M for 2.5 FTEs in 01/02
0
$1.24M for 2.5 FTEs in 02/03
0
$1.23M for 2.5 FTEs in 03/04
0
$.76M for 2.5 FTEs in 04/05 & on
Develop and deliver
0 (with federal and provincial partners)
legislative training to support Bill C-24
and future phases of legislation action
required to support the National Agenda
0 Develop, deliver & coordinate with Sol
Gen legislative training of prosecutors,
police; information sessions to judges
on key sentencing & conditional release
provisions
Undertake consultations, research &
evaluations to assess and enhance the
effectiveness of each phase of the
legislation
$2.5M over 5 years
o $.5M for 2 FTEs in 01/02
o $.5M for 4 FTEs in 02/03 & on
0 $ operating funds
Set up the unit with 4 FTEs
Enhance operating skills of existing security
intelligence officers and new officers at
NHQ
Develop a secure network drive to facilitate
information sharini

Enhance
existing
arrangement

0
0
0
0

0
0

Tools to combat organized crime
Better informed police investigators, legal
counsel, members of the judiciary

0

improved strategic sharing of intelligence
within CSC and with others
Support safe management of individuals
associated with criminal organizations while
incarcerated and on conditional release

0

$2.19M over 5 years
$.5M annually on an ongoing basis
3 new positions on the AMP force
To fund new Positions for officers who will
work with RCUT on border-related crimes
& take part in joint enforcement actions

IS

AMPF will be able to play a larger role in
stemming cross-border criminal activities
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Strengthen policy and research
capacity

Enhancement
With RCMP,
DOJ

Baseline data on organized crime are
lacking & the currently available info
is not well used. The knowledge gap
results in fragmented policy capacity.

Legislative consultation & training

New
With DOJ

Oversight mechanism: evaluation and
assessment

New

9

$4M over 5 years
• $400K in 0 1/02 & annually
thereafter
• $125Kofthe$40OKinOl/02to
CCJS for data collection
• 2FTEs in Policing and Law Enforcement
(PLED) to assess ongoing data collection
• 3 FTEs for policy development, research &
oversight (check the FTEs)
• Pilot survey developed by CCJS that will
form the basis of data collection from police
and law enforcement agencies
• Develop a national fi-amework for the
collection of organized crime data in
collaboration with RCMP, Justice, other,
review data sources, assess ongoing data
collections
• Analyze & assess data relating to organized
- crime trends & impacts
• $35M over 5 years
o $.15MinOl/02andon
• develop, deliver & co-ordinate training
sessions for prosecutors & police &
information sessions forjudges
• Cooperative effort with DOJ
$400K in 0 1/02 & on
1 FTE - Sr Policy Analyst for PLED to
coordinate & compile reporting information
hire consultant for evaluation work
WG developed RMAF - approved Feb/02
Annual reports to ADM Public Safety
CTTE
Comprehensive reports for ministers of CC
on Social Union in yr 3 & 5
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0

Stronger foundation in determining law
enforcement priorities
Information for use in policy development,
research and legislation to fight organized
crime

Anti-organized crime initiatives are understood
by prosecutors, police,
Judges understand key sentencing and
conditional release provisions in the criminal
code and other legislation
More accurate information on the success in
combating organized crime
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